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Female police officers in the twenty-first century are unable to express their struggle 
freely under the male dominant and patriarchal Hong Kong Police Force, although 
they appear to be economically independent and have equal opportunity and status as 
their male counterparts. They are still struggling under the situation of "being 
marginalized" and "being discriminated". From a cultural studies' perspective, we 
know that issues of power, gender, popular culture, subjectivity and identities are 
closely connected. But how can we untangle this complexity to locate a pertinent 
point of view to gain access to the subjectivity of these female police officers? I 
choose to focus on Hong Kong cinema because it is one of the local popular cultures, 
and it especially likes to tell stories about cops. Through a close analysis of their 
watching experience, I explore how female police officers articulate their subjectivity 
and identities. Through interviews with several serving female police officers on 
their viewing of three local cop films which include New Police Story, PTU and 
Crazy n ‘ the City, their struggles are being examined and exposed from three aspects 
in spectatorship theories: pleasure of looking, cinematic identification and the 
objectification of female on screen. It is discovered that female police officers are 
always struggling to win respect from their male counterparts and to mingle into the 
"male world". Secondly, they are struggling to avoid being regarded as the weaker 
and "vases" of the Force. Finally, while they are under social pressure of gender 
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What does an orange colour band mean to you? If the orange colour band 
is attached on a helmet, does this mean anything to you? In the Police Tactical Unit 
(PTU) of the Hong Kong Police Force, the orange colour band has a story. 
Compulsory firearm training was introduced to women police officers in the 1990s, 
and immediately afterwards, they were allowed to join the PTU in 1996. This 
marked a new page of the career development of women police because PTU is a 
special unit formed and trained mainly to deal with riots and for crowd management. 
Furthermore, PTU has been all along regarded as a duty for male officers only. 
However, with the increase of women from all walks of life coming out to stage 
protests and to participate in demonstrations, women police are on an increasing 
demand to stand hand in hand with their male counterparts to perform crowd 
management and to police protests and demonstrations. Normally, officers attached 
to PTU have to undergo at least three months' intensive training which includes 
physical training, weapon training, tactical skills and so on. Here, problem arose at 
the very early stage when women officers started to participate in the training. 
While all PTU officers are required to keep their hair short because they have to wear 
the berets neatly and helmets from time to time, it is difficult to differentiate a male 
1 
or female when all officers are in uniform. Therefore, whenever there was body 
contact during the training at that time, some woman officers started to feel that they 
were indecently assaulted or their bodies were always touched unnecessarily by their 
male counterparts/ Of course, the male officers would defend themselves that they 
were demonstrating a team spirit and were responsible for the safety of every 
member in the platoon.^  In this case, should men and women be treated equally? 
Most of the time, it is difficult to tell or judge whether the body contact is necessary 
or not. Later, in order to deal with this gender issue, it is suggested that female 
officers should be clearly distinguished in their helmets because wearing helmets 
makes male and female look the same. As a result, it was recommended that an 
orange colour band should be attached on the helmets of female officers so that 
everybody could tell from both the front and the back of the officer that the officer is 
a male or female. This story about the orange colour band and my training in PTU 
in 1998 inspired me to think about the gender issues in the Hong Kong Police Force. 
I started to question about the identity and subjectivity of female police officers. 
This is an attempt to address the issue of gendered identity and marginalization in a 
manifestly masculine institution. The orange band serves as a mark of their identity; 
1 When I joined the PTU in April 1998，I was curious to know why only the helmets of women police 
officers had the orange colour band. I was told by the PTU teaching staff about the allegation but 
nobody could confirm the exact period. 
2 A PTU company is led by a superintendent, assisted by a chief inspector and a company consists of 
four platoons, each led by two inspectors. 
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but how do these female officers subjectively respond to this symbolic mark and 
therefore their special treatment in the Police Force? What is their struggle within 
the Hong Kong Police Force where gender is not emphasized in order to show unity, 
but the reality is that gender is always the source of problem? Do they have the 
time and space for self-reflection, especially when gender issues are rarely discussed 
in disciplined forces? But, before we look into these questions, we have to 
understand the historical background of the Hong Kong Police Force and its changes 
in recent years to contextualize my discussion. 
The Hong Kong Police Force has been a male dominant quasi-military 
organization for over 150 years. There have been no women police officers until 
December 1949.3 since then, the number of female police officers has been 
increasing. This is mainly due to the change of the cultural values related to male 
and female roles in Hong Kong society. Especially in the 1980s, owing to the 
increase in the demand for professional and managers in both private and public 
sectors, employment opportunities for educated women were expanded/ The 
increase of female police officers is not only an inevitable trend of the growing equal 
3 Data quoted from Hong Kong Government Web Site on Police History. 
http://www.info.gov.hk/police/hkp-home/english/index.htm (accessed on September 20, 2005). 
4 Eliza W. Y. Lee, ed. Gender and change in Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
2003). 
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opportunities among men and women in society, but it also caters the need to recruit 
more female officers to deal with the increasing number of female offenders. 
Furthermore, the rising awareness of treating people by the same gender is also a 
vital factor. Internal guidelines stipulate that suspects or prisoners have to be 
escorted and searched by officers of the same sex in order to avoid unnecessary 
complaints of sexual harassment. For instance, it is a general practice nowadays 
that if a female police officer is not at the scene where a lady has to be searched, the 
lady will be requested to go to the nearest police station for conducting the search. 
Having been an inspector of police in the Hong Kong Police Force for 
nearly ten years, I personally experienced the pressure and struggle of being the 
minority in a male dominant organization. Women officers are always required to 
double their efforts in accomplishing various tasks in order to avoid the allegation of 
taking advantages of being weaker physically^ However, the image and function of 
female police officers have started to change since 1994 when all newly recruited 
female officers were required to receive compulsory revolver training at the then 
Police Training School, now renamed as the Police College, It gave a clear 
5 From my personal experience during PTU training in 1998, for example, in order to show to my 
subordinates that although I am a female, I could be as physically fit as the male counterparts, I 
managed to take two 15-pound dumbbells during the physical training sessions while female officers 
were only required to take 10-pound dumbbells. 
6 Date quoted from Police Review. (Hong Kong: Royal Hong Kong Police Force, 1995). 
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message to the police and the public that women are as capable as men in the police 
structure. In addition, the first female officer was attached to the Police Tactical 
Unit^ in August 1996.8 These changes were largely results of, firstly, the improved 
equality of men and women in Hong Kong society, and secondly, the increase of 
female committing crimes. There was a large demand of female officers to stand in 
at the frontline for crime prevention and public order. 
Having said that, the Hong Kong Police Force has taken a considerable 
period of time since its establishment to recruit the first women officer. The Police 
Force is vested with the responsibility of maintaining law and order in society, and in 
a modem society, the Police Force is a body of men and women trained and equipped 
to enforce the law with a view to preserving peace, protecting life and property and 
preventing and detecting crime. Looking back in the past, it was not until the 
beginning of the century that the female presence began to infiltrate the ranks of 
the Police Service. In 1903，Stuttgart in Germany was the first city in the world to 
employ women police, with the United States of America following in close 
7 The Police Tactical Unit (PTU), under the Operations Department, has an establishment of six 
companies comprising 1020 officers. Under each company (under the command of a 
Superintendent), there are 4 platoons. Led by an Inspector or Senior Inspector, a platoon comprises 
32 officers with 1 Station Sergeant and 8 Sergeants. The PTU provides an immediate manpower 
reserve for use in any emergency. PTU companies are attached to all land Regions and are available 
for internal security, crowd management, anti-crime operations and disaster response duties 
throughout Hong Kong. The PTU also provides up-to-date instruction and training in internal 
security and crowd management techniques for a wide cross-section of Force members. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hong Kong Police Force (accessed on May 1, 2006). 
8 Date quoted from Police Review. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Police Force, 1997). 
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succession. The Metropolitan Police Force in London introduced women in 1907.9 
In Hong Kong, Women Police were first introduced to the Force on December, 
1949, when Miss K.C. KOH, an overseas Chinese, was recruited as a Sub-Inspector 
(equivalent to the present probationary Inspector/Inspector rank). The initial duties 
of this rank were confined to clerical, interpreter/translator work and statement 
taking in the Criminal Investigation Department with occasional operational duty 
being undertaken to combat street prostitution, gambling and other related problems 
of vice.⑴ In 1951, a batch of ten local Chinese women was recruited in the rank of 
constable. This was regarded as a remarkable development in the Force history, as 
in those early post-war years there were few employment opportunities for young 
local women who were expected to be the mainstay of domestic life in the home. In 
1953, uniforms were finally introduced for women police but they were confined to 
skirts with shirts, jackets and coats. By 1954, the number of women police had 
risen to 53, which included 2 Sub-Inspectors, 10 Sergeants^ and 41 Constables. 
Throughout the early periods of recruiting women police, the scope of their work 
was mainly geared towards and connected with women and juveniles. ^ ^ 
9 Ann Calderwood. In service of the community 1949-1974. (Hong Kong: Royal Hong Kong Police 
Force, 1974)，p. 8. 
Ibid, p. 10. 
“These posts were initially filled by Women Telephonists, such personnel forming part of the 
Women Police Establishment until April, 1968. Nowadays, telephonists are employed in a civilian 
capacity but they are sworn into office under the Police Force Ordinance, Cap. 232, Laws of Hong 
Kong. 
12 Ann Calderwood. In service of the community 1949-1974. (Hong Kong: Royal Hong Kong Police 
Force, 1974)，p. 11. 
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In May, 1962, a number of Women Police were temporarily deployed to 
the then Frontier Division to assist with the reception and care of an alarming influx 
of illegal immigrants pouring into Hong Kong from Mainland China over the border. 
Among the illegal immigrants, there were large numbers of women and children. ^ ^ 
In August 1963, integrated training for men and women recruits was introduced at 
the Police Training School (now the Police College) in Aberdeen, and 
accommodation was made available in the school for female residence. In the 
1960s and 1970s, women police were mainly deployed to deal with children and 
infants found wandering and abandoned as a result of the mass influx of refugees 
from Mainland China. They worked in conjunction with the Social Welfare 
Department and served in all major specialist branches and formations including the 
then new Juvenile Liaison Section” 
Compared with the past history of women police's role in the Force, 
women police officers in nowadays Hong Kong serve more diversified duties mainly 
due to the introduction of compulsory revolver training for women police in 1994. 
13 To give the reader some idea of the situation, in 1962, over 62,000 people were arrested and 
returned to Mainland China during the six-week period as a result of the mass influx. 
14 Ann Calderwood. In service of the community 1949-1974. (Hong Kong: Royal Hong Kong Police 
Force, 1974), pp. 12-13. 
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This allows women police officers to be more confident in performing beat and 
mobile patrol duties and to formally integrate themselves in the full constabulary 
duties in the Police Force. As it is stated by Calderwood, 
[T]he concept of Women Police was changing and it soon became 
evident that a policy of integration was being followed as a result of the 
combined establishment of men and women being recognized. 
Several factors influenced this development - the announcement of 
pensionability for married women officers in November, 1972，the 
realization of pay parity by April, 1975，and the difficulties encountered 
in securing numbers of suitable male recruits. All these factors 
indicated that the spectrum of work already undertaken by women 
officers could and should be broadened. No longer are Women Police 
confined to matters concerning women and children and already they 
are being given opportunity of proving themselves as capable in 
command as they have been in practical police duty during the past two 
and a half decades” 
Amid these vigorous changes in the role and status of female police officers 
nowadays, the symbolic meaning of the orange colour band created for female police 
officers in PTU once again arouses my interest in the articulation of their subjectivity 
and identity. Within cultural studies, issues of power, representation, popular 
15 Ann Calderwood. In service of the community 1949-1974. (Hong Kong: Royal Hong Kong Police 
Force, 1974), p. 16. 
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culture, subjectivity and identities are closely connected.^ ^ Cultural studies and 
feminism shared a substantive interest in these issues. While the concepts of 
identity and subjectivity are closely connected, to ask about subjectivity is to pose 
the question: what is a person? Or, what is a gendered person? To explore identity 
is to ask: how do we see ourselves and how do others see us? 'Identity' is one of 
the central themes of cultural studies.'^  Giddens also suggests that identity is a 
mode of thinking about ourselves instead of something we have, nor an entity or a 
thing to which we can point. Identity is therefore something always in process, a 
“project". 18 Identity as a process means that identity is never a fixed one, but is 
affected by different ideological factors and socio-cultural conditions. To identify 
this project is therefore also a process. 
This paper intends to examine the gender culture, the struggle of female 
police officers and the process of looking for their subjectivity within the male 
dominant and patriarchal Hong Kong Police Force from the late 90s to the 
contemporary century. Through the study of recently produced Hong Kong cop 
films and interviews conducted with serving female police officers who joined the 
16 Chris Barker. Cultural studies: theory and practice. (London and Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2003). 
17 Ibid, pp. 219-220. 
18 Anthony Giddens. The constitution of society. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1984). 
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Police Force in the 90s on these films, I seek to explain the gender culture and 
expose their struggle from three aspects by adopting various spectatorship theories. 
The first one is to find out what their viewing pleasure is, and how they derive the 
pleasure in watching locally produced cop films. The second aspect is about 
cinematic identification, which includes with whom, the male or female protagonists 
in the films, they can identify during the viewing. Through the process of 
identification, I attempt to investigate their resistance and endorsement of what the 
films are portraying. Finally, I try to examine how the interviewees think when 
female police officers in cop films are being objectified and gazed upon, and at the 
same time, what values and positions they hold during the viewing. In order to 
have a more structured discussion of the three aspects mentioned above, my analysis 
will adopt various spectatorship theories and my readings of the viewing experiences 
of female police officers (spectators). 
Within cultural studies, I think that cinema is one of the functional and 
effective tools of inquiry to investigate matters of power and cultural politics. 
Through cinema, we can explore representation of and 'for' marginalized social 
groups (for instance, female police officers in this research), which help us examine 
10 
the need for cultural change.'^  Cinematic representation can also be understood 
more specifically as a kind of mapping of social vision into subjectivity, according to 
De Lauretis. In other words, 
[Cjinema's binding of fantasy to significant images affects the spectator 
as a subjective production, and so the movement of the film actually 
inscribes and orients desire. In this manner cinema powerfully 
participates in the production of forms of subjectivity that are 
individually shaped yet unequivocally social.^ ® 
Contrary to the more rigid model of De Lauretis' argument on cinema, Allen tells us 
that our world is not an illusion fostered by forms of representation; instead, forms of 
representation are tools that allow us to interact with a world that we come to know 
through this interaction. ^ ^ Cinema is regarded as one of these forms of 
representation that enables us to understand what is going on in our society and 
through the cinematic image and the story it tells, we adopt interaction with this 
world. Allen further argues, 
[T]he experience of the impression of reality in the cinema takes the 
form of a benign disavowal where spectators entertain in thought that 
19 Chris Barker. Cultural studies: theory and practice. (London and Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2003). 
20 Teresa De Lauretis. Alice doesn't: feminism, semiotics, cinema. (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 
1984), p. 8. 
21 Richard Allen. Projecting illusion: film spectatorship and the impression of reality. (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
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what they see is real in a manner akin to the experience of a conscious 
fantasy. The difference lies in the fact that in cinema this conscious 
fantasy is fully realized for the spectator in the form of a projective 
illusion. While I know that what I see is only a film, I can experience 
this film with the kind of realization that occurs in dreams.^ ^ 
Cinema going is among the most popular leisure activities in Hong Kong society. 
As Barker states, popular culture is constituted through the production of popular 
meaning located at the moment of consumption. Such meanings are the site of 
contestation over cultural and political values. Barker also quotes the argument of 
Hall that popular culture is an arena of consent and resistance in the struggle over 
cultural meanings. It is the site where cultural hegemony is secured or challenged?"^ 
Through popular films, therefore, we can examine dominant gender values and how 
they are received and contested. 
In spite of the prominence of police representation in the media, 
particularly in Hong Kong cinema, the genre's gender structure, however, is 
under-analyzed. I would like to focus on those films with representations of female 
officers and conduct a reception studies on the viewing pleasure and cinematic 
22 Richard Allen. Projecting illusion: film spectatorship and the impression of reality. (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 5. 
23 Chris Barker. Cultural studies: theory and practice. (London and Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2003). 
24 Ibid. 
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identification of female officers watching these films. I would assist my studies 
with spectatorship theories to examine the involved gender identification process and 
to explain the unique gender culture in the Police Force. Spectatorship theories 
help us understand how a spectator, usually taking a male position, derives pleasure 
from watching films, predominately based on sexual instincts. De Lauretis also 
says that the dominant cinema specifies woman in a particular social and natural 
order sets her up in certain positions of meaning, fixes her in a certain identification. 
Woman is constituted as the ground of representation, the looking glass held up to 
man. Woman is always represented as the negative term of sexual differentiation, 
spectacle-fetish or specular image, in any case obscene.^ ^ Contemporary film 
theorists argue that the cinematic image appears to spectators as if it were reality, but 
this appearance is an illusion, providing spectators fantasy and escapism.^ ^ The 
projection of oneself to the characters, which could be understood as the 
identification process, demonstrates one way of the audience relating to film. This 
is part of what spectatorship theories try to explore. As Allen argues, the film 
spectator knows it is only a film and actively participates in the experience of illusion 
that the cinema affords. Allen argues against contemporary film theorists that the 
25 Teresa De Lauretis. A/ice doesn't: feminism, semiotics, cinema. (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 
1984). 
26 Richard Allen. Projecting illusion: film spectatorship and the impression of reality. (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 2. 
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film spectator is not a passive observer of the image who is duped into believing that 
it is real. Instead, film spectators are aware of what they are viewing and construct 
their own interpretations about the cinematic image. This point is similar to what 
Laura Mulvey points out that the extreme contrast between the darkness in the 
auditorium which isolates the spectators from one another and the brilliance of the 
shifting patterns of light and shade on the screen helps to promote the illusion of 
voyeuristic separation. The conditions of screening and narrative conventions give 
the spectators an illusion of looking in on a private world. This enables the 
spectators to project their repressed desire onto the performer. ^ ^ Sometimes, 
identification can be very personal and is based on personal experiences. For 
instance, the cultural background, gender and life experience of a viewer can have a 
big impact on how s/he derives pleasure from a particular film or film genre. 
People with similar experience or encounter of a particular film character may find 
themselves easier to identify with that character and derive more pleasure in 
watching the film. However, spectatorship theories involve more complex and 
complicated discussions related to film theories in general, which will be discussed 
in the next section. 
27 Richard Allen. Projecting illusion: film spectatorship and the impression of reality. (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995)，p. 3. 
28 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and Other Pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989). 
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Coupled with my interest in gender issues, my special enthusiasm in film 
studies and my career as a police officer inspire me to study spectatorship in Hong 
Kong cinema, particularly adopting local cop films to examine the gender culture and 
female police officers' struggle in reality. De Lauretis points out that cinema being 
an apparatus of social representation, the relations of subjectivity, gender, and sexual 
difference to meaning and ideology are central to cinematic theory.^ ^ Therefore, a 
local context is very important to the study of gender subjectivity in cinema. I will 
mainly base my study on the Hong Kong cinema to look at the gender issues and the 
process of looking for female police officers' subjectivity.^ ® Films could to a certain 
degree reflect the reality in a society, but more importantly, it is also an institution to 
introduce values and moral standard to their audience. Allen agrees that 
[I]n this way, the spectator's response to the cinematic image 
exemplifies the way in which ideology in general functions. Cinema 
is a form of signification that creates the appearance of a knowable 
reality and hence confirms the self-definition of the human subject as 
someone capable of knowing that reality; but in fact both reality and the 
29 Teresa De Lauretis. Alice doesn 't: feminism, semiotics, cinema. (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 
1984). 
3° There is no doubt that Hong Kong films have been greatly influenced by the Hollywood movies. 
For instance, action genre such as the cop movie, the crime thriller, the adventure film and the movie 
of chase and combat was one of the dominant Hollywood genres during the 1980s^°. The situation in 
the local film production was very similar in the same period. One of the typical examples was the 
popularity of Jackie Chan's "Police Story" series including Police Story (1985)，Police Story II (1988), 
Police Story III: Supercop (1992) and Police Story /K(1996) in the 80s and 90s. 
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human subject who appears capable of knowing that reality are 'effects' 
of a process of signification.^ ^ 
I am especially interested in looking into issues related to gender representation and 
the gendered meta-story of cinema in connection with its supposed impact on the 
female spectator and our cultural identity. Women do go to cinema, without doubt. 
But feminist film theorists have told us that female viewers derive pleasure only in 
terms of a familiar double bind: the female spectator must either identify with an 
active masculine gaze or identify with woman as lack, the object of that gaze?^ 
When we study the film text, we can find out how female characters are portrayed 
and in turn explore how female spectators are related to them. Drawing on theories 
of spectatorship, we may investigate how cultural identity, subjectivity and 
experience of life is structured by a visual media culture set up by predominately 
male directors and producers in the local film industry. 
As mentioned in the earlier section, Hong Kong cinema forms an important 
part in the discussion of spectatorship in this research. In order to examine the 
struggle of female police officers and the articulation of their subjectivity through 
Hong Kong cinema, apart from the utilization of various spectatorship theories, I 
31 Richard Allen. Projecting illusion: film spectatorship and the impression of reality. (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 2. 
32 Ibid, p. 5. 
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would base my discussion on three locally produced cop films, New Police Story 
(2004), PTU (2003) and Crazy n，the City (2005). Textual approach, according to 
-J o 
Barker, is one of the favoured qualitative methods in cultural studies. There is no 
I 
clear definition of cop films because they may be a mixture of kung fu, crime and 
action. According to Nicole Rafter, cop films are categorized under the genre of 
crime film. These films reflect our ideas about fundamental social, economic and 
police issues in society and simultaneously shape the ways we think about these 
issues.34 In this study, I define cop films as films that focus primarily on police 
ofFicer(s) and the life and work of the police. I chose these three cop films because 
they are specifically based on the life and identity of police officers in Hong Kong. 
Except New Police Story (2004) which is a typical Jackie Chan police film, both 
PTU (2003) and Crazy n ‘ the City (2005) arouse wide discussion among the police 
i 
officers because the description of the police life in the films is so close to reality. 
i 
They even suspected that there might be leakage of information from serving police 
I 
officers. Owing to their popular reception among serving police officers, these 
three cop films provide a good discussion forum for me to find out how cinematic 
identification works and how the cop films engineer the female spectator's responses. 
Also, they are instrumental to examine how the gender representation is reinforced 
33 Chris Barker. Cultural studies: theory and practice. (London and Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2003). 





and extended from films to the real world. 
New Police Story was released in 2004 and produced by Jackie Chan as a 
continuum of his "Police Story" series. It is a typical "Jackie Chan movie" which 
upholds the individualistic and heroic image of the one and only one senior inspector, 
Chan Kwok Wing (Jackie Chan). The story is about how Wing and his team are 
totally defeated by a group of criminals, the Gang of Five, who are familiar with 
computer games, because of Wing's arrogance and self-centeredness. Although 
Wing has been the most successful senior inspector in the CID^^/operational fields, 
he cannot stop blaming himself for the death of his subordinates. In the end, with 
the encouragement and assistance of Fung (an impersonated police constable acted 
by Nicholas Tse), Wing decided to personally take up the task to crack the Gang of 
Five. Jackie Chan, through his cop films, has had specific impact on the Hong 
Kong Police Force along all these years, which will be discussed in detail in the next 
section. 
PTU is a Johnnie To movie made from 2000 to 2003 and was finally 
released in 2003. It is the only one film in Hong Kong cinema which specifically 
35 "C ID" stands for "Criminal Investigation Department" which contains small teams led by 
inspectorate officers and is responsible for investigating criminal cases within a police division, 
district or region. 
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describes the life of police officers attached to the Police Tactical Unit (PTU). PTU 
deals with fat detective Lo Sa (acted by Lam Suet) and his overnight search for a gun, 
giving rise to internal conflicts among several factions within the Police Force. 
Johnnie To successfully transformed the street into a stage for the disciplined force 
(the PTU in particular) 一 united on the outside but fractious and divided on the 
inside.36 The PTU police officers also give the public a secretive impression. In 
normal day-to-day policing, they don't have any pre-assigned mission and their 
nighttime work is relatively free. In PTU, the parallel plot lines are developed in 
seven major scenes�?，which pave the way for the final eruption of violence: the 
armed robbers versus the blue capped PTU officers, which Thomas Shin describes as 
'J n 
a crystallization of the Western, wuxia movies, and the cops-and-robbers genre. 
This film provides this research an interesting forum to discuss what is real and what 
is not real in the Police Force. 
Crazy n，the City was directed by James Yuen and released in 2005. It is 
about the daily life of a uniformed beat patrol police constable, Chan Chun Kit (acted 
36 Thomas Shin. "Night Voyager, Knight-errant," in Hong Kong Arts Development Council. Hong 
Kong Panorama 2002-2003. (Hong Kong: Asia One Printing Limited, 2003), p. 85. 
37 The seven major scenes include, 1. the opening scene on the PTU lorry; 2. the triad murder and loss 
of revolver scene; 3. the scene at an amusement game centre; 4. the traffic accident scene; 5. the 
raining scene; 6. the patrolling scene along Canton Road; and 7. the final mise-en-scene. 
38 Thomas Shin. "Night Voyager, Knight-errant," in Hong Kong Arts Development Council. Hong 
Kong Panorama 2002-2003. (Hong Kong: Asia One Printing Limited, 2003), p. 85. 
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by Eason Chan). He has been attached to the Wanchai District for seven years. 
Being a police officer is only a job, and Kit has already lost his passion for his career. 
Life becomes so routine that he does not find any value as a police officer. 
Therefore, when a newly joined woman constable, Nam Mui (acted by Joey Yung), 
becomes Kit's partner in performing beat patrol duties, they show a big contrast both 
in their attitudes towards life and the passion for the career. The story develops 
when Wong Chi Shing (acted by Francis Ng), a mad man who lost his family and 
business years ago, falls in love with his neighbour who is a massage girl from the 
Mainland. In the end, Kit's passion for his career is once again aroused by a series 
of rape and kill cases committed by the "Rainy Murderer" in the district and the 
death of one of his good friends. 
Apart from textual analysis of the three cop films mentioned above, 
reception studies is, according to Barker, also one of the research methods commonly 
used within cultural studies.^ ^ It is because actual audiences are active creators of 
meaning in relation to texts and different audiences will work with different meaning. 
According to Stuart Hall, when an audience is situated in different social positions 
(e.g. of class and gender) from encoders, they will be able to decode films in 
39 Chris Barker. Cultural studies: theory and practice. (London and Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2003). 
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alternative ways.*。 Therefore, in this research, I need to investigate besides gender, 
how the background and personal experience of a spectator influence the viewing 
process. Distributing questionnaires is regarded as one of the most efficient and 
effective methods to gather information and opinions of how respondents feel about 
an issue. However, as a member of the Police Force who has also received different 
questionnaires from colleagues in respect of different disciplines of studies, I am 
unwilling to disclose any personal struggle or resentment towards anything about the 
Police Force. Police officers are trained to be suspicious, or in a better word - alert, 
and at the same time, to be objective and neutral and we seldom express our personal 
feelings in front of others. Therefore, I decided to interview a group of female 
police officers of different ranks instead of distributing questionnaires because from 
my own experience, no female officers will reveal their true feelings and struggle to 
a stranger, as there is a general perception that this will affect their career. One 
major purpose of the interviews with female police officers is to get a closer look at 
how they perceive their role as female police and in what ways this perception, their 
personal experience as well as background affect their pleasure of watching local cop 
films. Therefore, this group of female police officers is either friends or colleagues 
who have trust on me. They have confidence that they will remain anonymous even 
Stuart Hall. "Encoding/Decoding" in S. Hall, D. Hobson, A. Lowe and P. Willis, eds, Culture, 
media, language. (London: Hutchinson, 1981). 
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if they talk about their true feelings. 
The four female police officers selected for interviews include one senior 
inspector, one sergeant and two police constables. They all joined the Hong Kong 
Police Force in the 1990s and have at least 10 years of service. All of them aged 
between 30 to 35 years and have Form Five educational level except the senior 
inspector who has already completed a Master degree. They have completed the 
revolver qualification training and are still undergoing revolver training on a regular 
basis as stipulated by the Force. The senior inspector, the sergeant and one of the 
police constables completed the PTU training, all in the 90s. This group of female 
police officers is not intended to form a representational sampling."^  ^  However, 
because of the commonalities and differences among the four interviewees, I can 
analyze how their personal background, educational level, ranks, training and life 
experiences affect their ways of expressing their struggle in the Force through 
viewing local cop films. In particular, officers of different ranks show different 
perspectives and gender subjectivities because the nature of their job, and their work 
experience are diverse. Officers of different ranks adopt different ways to survive 
in the patriarchal Police Force. Their views definitely demonstrate how real police 
41 According to the online Police Review 2004，the Hong Kong Police Force had a strength of 26,659 
disciplined staff with 13%, i.e. 3542，are female police officers. 
http://www.info.gov.hk/police/review/2004/ (accessed on September 20, 2005). 
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officers perceive performed police officers on screen and how female police officers 
interpret the gender representation of Hong Kong Police in Hong Kong cinema. 
Their interpretations and pleasures are very likely different from those of the general 
audience because they are insiders of the police community. Other than their 
representativeness to the different police rankings, the four interviewees were chosen 
also because they all like locally produced cop films. They represent a new 
generation of female police officers who personally witnessed the vigorous changes 
of the Hong Kong Police Force.42 All of these are major factors attributing to their 
identification with the police characters, either male or female, in the cop films. 
The diversity definitely enriches the discussion of this research. 
I have managed to conduct in-depth interviews with four female officers 
and place the discussions on three local cop films. At the same time, due to the 
limitations of different spectatorship theories, this is an audacious attempt to situate 
my analysis of female police officers' struggle and desire in the context of their 
background, ranks, training and personal experiences in work to endorse, contrast 
and complicate different spectatorship theories. The findings in this research are 
42 For instance, the introduction of revolver training and PTU training to female police officers, the 
change of quasi-military police culture to a caring force that provides quality service to the public as 
well as the increase of awareness of equal opportunity both within the Force and the community as a 
whole. 
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certainly not exhaustive but I am trying to start an academic discussion to address the 
issue of gendered identity and marginalization in a masculine institution. I am in 
the hope that my research can enrich the understanding of people outside the police 
community of the complexity of gender negotiations in the Police Force where 
masculine power and patriarchal discipline are firmly grounded. 
Following this introductory chapter, the remaining study is divided into 
three more chapters. In Chapter 2, I will discuss various spectatorship theories in 
detail and how they are related to my studies and their limitations. This forms a 
theoretical foundation of my research. In Chapter 3,1 will focus on the application 
of spectatorship theories on Hong Kong cop films. Through the interviews with 
four female police officers discussing three local cop films, I will examine the gender 
culture and their struggle in the Police Force through their pleasure in viewing cop 
films, their cinematic identification and their views on objectification of female 
characters in films. In the final chapter, through the eyes of the serving female 
police officers, I will analyze how the changes of Hong Kong's socio-cultural 
environment and society order under a patriarchal setting influence the role of male 
and female officers in the Police Force in reality. I will further examine how the 
interviewees think about the gender roles portrayed in the recent recruitment 
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advertisements of the Police Force, which includes a short television clip and several 
posters. Finally, I will conclude that although the female police officers have 
different struggles concerning gender and power in the Police Force, they can hardly 
express it openly and they have no choice but to submit themselves to the patriarchal 
order. In spite of their fictitiousness, the three local cop films are a true reflection 
of the contemporary police community in which the roles of male and female officers 
are still hierarchical. 
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2. Spectatorship Theories 
Before we discuss spectatorship in the Hong Kong cinema, we should first 
find out why it is important to talk about spectatorship when studying films. Over 
the two decades of 1970s to 1990s, spectatorship has become a term closely 
connected with the development of film studies and film theories. Since cinematic 
spectatorship raises questions about the power of looking, academics believe that 
cinematic spectatorship would not attract much academic attention if cinema has not 
been developed as a powerful and popular form of entertainment and leisure activity, 
which contains significant cultural meaning. Theories of spectatorship emerged 
with the influence of 1970s film theories and along with the popularization of 
psychoanalytical frameworks. They are based on a Freudian view of the (male) 
spectator sitting in the dark, re-enacting an Oedipal trajectory. The spectatorship 
was simply a voyeur drawn into the movie world. Roberts and Wallis pointed out 
that this position of male spectator was challenged by Laura Mulvey in her 'Visual 
pleasure and narrative cinema'. She defines the pleasure of spectatorship as 
'scopophilia' (pleasure in viewing) and sees this pleasure developing from a male 
desire to dominate and punish the female object, following from Freud."^ ^ Film 
43 Graham Roberts and Heather Wallis, eds. Introducing film. (London: Arnold; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2001), p. 149. 
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contains moving images and these images become signs, which are designed to 
convey meanings. This also becomes a social process. Representation has 
ideological potential because it involves organization and selection. Therefore, it is 
of equal importance for us to find out how this medium conveys message (textual 
analysis) and what impact it has on the general audience (spectatorship). As 
Mulvey also points out, cinema is an advanced representation system, which poses 
questions about the ways the unconscious structures ways of seeing and pleasure in 
looking. This unconscious is formed by the dominant order. The ideological 
potential of film as representation helps to construct the social identities of the 
viewers. People are easily influenced by these ideologies, consciously and 
unconsciously. 
Spectatorship has been one of the most important academic discussions in 
film and gender studies since the 1970s. Spectatorship is closely connected with 
film theories. If we study films, it is inevitable for us to investigate and analyze 
how these films affect the daily life of the people in a particular society and how 
these people identify themselves with the characters presented in the films. Critical 
discussions of the way that women are depicted in our popular visual media has now 
gained more academic attentions. John Berger discusses in his book, Ways of 
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Seeing, about the connections between looking and possession and how men control 
women through 'ways of seeing’.44 Berger claims that, 
[M]en act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch 
themselves being looked at. This determines not only most relations 
between men and women but also the relation of women to themselves. 
The surveyor of woman in herself is male: the surveyed female. Thus 
she turns herself into an object - and most particularly an object of 
vision: a sight.45 
This explains how the production of feminine self as object of desire becomes the 
subject of images on visual media. The practice and ideology of image ownership 
emerges from the heyday of oil painting in Western Europe as early as the 17^ 
century. In those days, the male spectator always asked the oil painter to paint 
whatever he (usually with power and wealth) liked, in particular the female nude. 
The female beauty has become an object for the male owner's gaze and to satisfy his 
desire of possession. Later, in the period while advertising became overwhelming 
on the television, the male gaze became dominant and pervasive. It has finally 
entered into what Berger says, "Men act and Women appear.”46 Jackie Stacey also 
comments that critical studies of images produced by visual media such as 
44 Jackie Stacey. Star gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1993), p. 7. 
45 John Berger. Ways of seeing. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972). 
46 John Berger. Ways of seeing. (Harmonds worth: Penguin, 1972). 
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advertisements, snapshot and photographs raise questions about gender, power and 
the pleasure of looking; all these are central concern in my research. She further 
adds that who looks and who is looked at are not neutral phenomena, but rather are 
cultural practices involving power relations. It has long been realized that men and 
women have a different relationship to the division of looking and being looked at. 
This objectification of women on screen also applies in the cop films in this research 
as I find that the female characters in the films are mainly portrayed as objects. 
This male/female and active/passive relationship was critically analyzed 
and elaborated by Mulvey as pleasure in looking in a world ordered by sexual 
imbalance in her "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," which has given us a very 
interesting and inspiring approach to understand spectatorship. The article intends 
to use psychoanalysis to discover "where and how the fascination of film is 
reinforced by pre-existing patterns of fascination already at work within the 
individual subject and the social formations that have molded him.，，47 Mulvey’s 
article begins by investigating the way film reflects, reveals and even plays on the 
socially established interpretation of sexual difference which controls images, erotic 
47 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989)，p. 14. 
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ways of looking and spectacle.48 Following the use of psychoanalysis in the 
beginning, Mulvey further discusses the pleasure of looking (scopophilia) and 
pleasure of being looked at. She opines that the first aspect of the pleasurable 
structure of looking in the conventional cinema arises from a viewer taking pleasure 
in using another person as an object of sexual desire through sight. The second 
aspect comes from the identification with the images on the screen through 
narcissism and the constitution of the ego.49 She explains that the woman displayed 
on the screen has traditionally functioned on two levels. The first level is that the 
woman is displayed as erotic object for the characters within the story while the 
second level is as erotic object for the spectator, i.e. the audience in the cinema.^ ^ 
In order to illustrate how this relationship between the active and passive develops, 
Mulvey uses the works by Hitchcock and Sternberg to discuss the two ways for a 
man to escape the castration complex: sadism and fetishistic scopophilia. Sadism 
demands a story to devaluate a female and to illustrate that she deserves the lack. 
Fetishistic scopophilia on the contrary builds up the physical beauty of the object and 
treats her as the missing phallus by overvaluating her. In the conclusion, Mulvey 
summarizes that her use of psychoanalysis background is relevant to the pleasure and 
Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989). 
49 Ibid, p. 18. 
50 Ibid, p. 19. 
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unpleasure offered by traditional narrative film. Women in representation can 
signify castration and therefore activate voyeuristic or fetishistic mechanisms to 
circumvent this threat (castration is itself the threat). In the final part of Mulvey's 
article, the Hollywood cinema is used as an example to conclude that the spectator 
position offered is a "masculine" one. Mulvey suggests that there are three looks 
within the Hollywood cinema. First of all, the look of the camera(man), the director 
and the editor. These people rationalize a neutral way of putting a scene or 
selecting shots, close-ups and angles. They totally control and limit how we see a 
particular scene on the screen because we do not participate in the visual selection 
process. The second is the look within the film, which refers to the look by the 
characters, i.e. between the actors. Woman characters are often said to be 
objectified by the male characters through the latter，s active, desiring and powerful 
look. The third one is the spectator's look, which is completely influenced and 
determined by the above two looks. Firstly, the spectator looks at what the director 
highlights through the camera. Secondly, the spectator identifies with the powerful 
look of the male character on the screen. This will turn the female characters into 
objects of desire through the eyes of male characters as well as the spectators?i De 
Lauretis also agrees that in cinema the stakes of women are especially high. The 
51 Jackie Stacey. Star gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1993). 
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representation of woman as spectacle - body to be looked at, place of sexuality, and 
object of desire, finds in cinema its most complex expression and widest 
circulation. According to Stacey, the importance of Mulvey's analysis of the 
pleasures of Hollywood cinema is that the spectator position offered is concluded as 
a 'masculine' one. The conventions of Hollywood narrative cinema construct a 
particular spectator position whilst carefully covering up the ways in which this is 
achieved. 
There is no doubt that the contribution of Mulvey's paper has been 
enormous and aroused vigorous discussion about spectatorship and its implication in 
film studies, especially in the 1970s. However, Mulvey's theory mainly 
concentrates on male spectators and Hollywood movies, which is not always 
applicable to my studies on female police officers as spectators. Female police 
officers are facing a contradictory role in the Police Force because on one hand, they 
are women in gender who are regarded as weaker in physical ability, but on the other 
hand, they are also police officers in identity, who should be masculine and strong to 
carry out their duties of law enforcement. Therefore, as a classical piece of 
spectatorship, Mulvey's article definitely forms a strong base on how spectatorship 
52 Teresa De Lauretis. Alice doesn't: feminism, semiotics, cinema. (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 
1984), p. 4. 
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theories become important academic discussions in film and gender studies. 
However, other aspects of spectatorship are essential to make this research possible. 
Apart from Mulvey, Judith Mayne and Jackie Stacey give very important 
and inspirational discussions on spectatorship. Mayne's Cinema and Spectatorship 
and Stacey's Star Gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship are two of the 
more important books on the subject. In Mayne's book, she focuses on various 
issues related to spectatorship. In the first part, she attempts to provide an overview 
of the field that is both comprehensive and critical. She examines the major 
paradigms that shaped inquiry into spectatorship in the 1970s，as well as the models 
that have emerged as critiques and alternatives to those theories. Besides setting up 
major definitions that shaped the inquiry into spectatorship in 1970s film theory, she 
also examines the development of the cinematic apparatus in 1970s film industry. 
The approach of Mayne towards spectatorship is different from that of Mulvey. 
While Mulvey bases her argument on psychoanalysis, Mayne foregrounds three 
approaches to spectatorship which have evolved from criticisms of Mulvey's 
cinematic apparatus: empirical approaches which focus on studying real people; 
historical approaches, which focus on specific forms spectatorship rather than global 
definitions of the cinema as institution; and feminist approaches, which examine the 
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difference that gender makes in foregrounding the female spectator. While 
empirical and historical approaches are more common in the 1970s film theory, 
Mayne reckons that feminist approach to spectatorship is a totally separate approach 
and it demands specific consideration. ^ ^ The systematic outline of the three 
approaches to spectatorship by Mayne gives me a clear understanding about the 
development of spectatorship and how to apply the theories in my studies. In the 
second part of the book, Mayne concentrates on the "Readings of Spectatorship" 
including four case studies of spectatorship. Her focus is on how spectators are 
addressed and to build up the connection between different kinds of cinematic texts. 
She reveals that although it is argued that textual analysis relies too exclusively on 
the formal and technical aspects of the cinema and ignores the complex nature of the 
cinematic institution, textual analysis remains one of the most important theoretical 
and practical legacies of 1970s film theory. Yet when 1970s film theory is assessed, 
whether sympathetically or critically (or both), textual analysis is frequently one of 
the first targets.54 
While Mulvey and Mayne discuss spectatorship with academic and 
theory-oriented approaches, Jackie Stacey, on the other hand, focuses much on 
53 Judith Mayne. Cinema and spectatorship. (London & New York: Routledge, 1993)，pp. 42-3. 
Ibid, p. 105. 
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female spectatorship in Hollywood cinema in her book. She opines that the debates 
in the 1980s were characterized by the emphasis on female spectatorship. Also, 
feminists began to explore the possible meanings of spectatorship for women, largely 
in response to Mulvey's critique. Stacey's audience study focuses on women's 
memories of female Hollywood stars and attempts to find out how the audiences 
identify with the stars. This study not only draws our attention to the diverse modes 
of cinematic pleasure, but also highlights the importance of the historical contexts in 
giving rise to specific forms of identification with the star" Although Stacey's 
audience study concentrates on female spectators and female Hollywood stars only, 
which is a bit different from my research, the section about various forms of 
identification in her book did inspire me to look from a wider perspective when 
dealing with cinematic identification of my respondents. 
According to Stacey, the male gaze debate was central in feminist film 
criticism in the 1970s, while the emphasis on female spectatorship characterized the 
debates in When talking about female spectatorship, it is always important 
to ask after all these years of patriarchal rule in the film industry where female 
characters are objectified for male pleasure, what has been offered to the female 
Jackie Stacey. Star gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1993), pp. 176-223. 
56 Ibid, 
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audience and what pleasure can a female audience get from watching a film. These 
are questions that I want to ask in my studies about the viewing pleasure and 
cinematic identification of female police officers. In order to conceptualize the 
female spectator，Stacey suggests that there is little consensus about the reference of 
this term among feminist theorists. Mary Ann Doane once says that she (female 
spectator) "is a concept, not a person." Here, I believe, Doane is trying to define 
"female spectator" as a concept that female spectators are placed in a different 
ideological position when viewing films and this position is different from a 
masculine one. However, women's desire, according to Mulvey, is masculine based. 
Qualities of both genders are at work in a female viewer watching a commercial 
male-centered film. Female spectator, in order to identify with active desire, must 
assume a masculine position: 'the female spectator's phantasy of masculinisation is 
always to some extent at cross purposes with itself, restless in its transvestite 
clothes，.57 This kind of transgender identification or the assumption of a masculine 
position will form an important discussion in my studies in the next chapter. 
Despite all these discussions on spectatorship, there is hardly any academic 
writing about the application of spectatorship on the Hong Kong cinema or its 
57 Jackie Stacey. Star gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1993), pp. 22-3. 
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relationship with Hong Kong films. While most of the scholars focus their studies 
on Hollywood cinema because of its commercial success and influential status 
globally, Hong Kong cinema has recently been found to be one of the most 
interesting and successful alternatives to Hollywood's dominant film market around 
the globe.58 In the recent publication of Pang & Wong,s book on masculinities and 
f 
Hong Kong cinema, it focuses on two major objectives: firstly, investigating the 
multiple meanings and manifestations of masculinities in Hong Kong cinema that 
compliment, contradict, and complicate each other; secondly, analyzing the social 
cultural, and theoretical environments that make these representations possible and 
problematic.^^ The articles in this book give me an idea about how masculinities 
are represented in Hong Kong films. In particular, Lo's "Fighting Female 
Masculinity: Women Warriors and Their Foreignness in Hong Kong Action Cinema 
of the 1980s，，6° inspires me to question about the female masculinity in Hong 
Kong's action films and his discussion of the early women protagonists in action 
movies contrasts those female characters in my three chosen cop films. Another 
article, "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema" written by Day 
Wong, tells us about how female audience perceive two Hong Kong female stars and 
58 Laikwan Pang and Day Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. (Hong Kong: Hong 
Kong University Press, 2005). 
Ibid, p. 7. 
6° Kwai-cheung Lo. "Fighting Female Masculinity: Women Warriors and Their Foreignness in Hong 
Kong Action Cinema of the 1980s," In Laikwan Pang & Day Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong 
Kong Cinema, 137-154. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005). 
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two action movie stars^ \ The later part of her discussion about Bruce Lee and 
Jackie Chan is especially relevant to my studies on how local female police officers 
react to local cop films. Wong's audience studies gives me an idea of how female 
police officers are different from general female when viewing the same male 
character, Jackie Chan. My findings form an interesting comparison with Wong's 
studies and the uniqueness of female police officer's identity can be further unveiled. 
In the next section, I am going to focus on the investigation of female police officers' 
struggle and the articulation of their subjectivity by using spectatorship theories on 
Hong Kong cop films. From the perspective of female police officers, I will also 
examine how their readings and interpretations endorse and contrast different 
spectatorship theories mentioned above. 
61 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema, 239-260. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 2005). 
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3. Spectatorship. Local Cop Films and Hong Kong Police 
Force 
3.1 Jackie Chan and his “Police Story” series 
When we talk about prominent Hong Kong cinema, movie stars and movie 
directors, no one can afford ignoring Jackie Chan. He has become one of the most 
famous Hong Kong cinematic heroes apart from Bruce Lee. Some would even 
claim that he directly reflected local attitudes, but it is perhaps more accurate to say 
that Chan has created a personal image that shaped Hong Kong's cultural 
conversation about its identity.^ ^ From a humble stunt player to a successful movie 
star and director well known around the globe, Chan's status and popularity is never 
a coincidence. On the other hand, the abundant supply of books, articles and film 
criticisms on Hong Kong cinema, in particular, on Chan and his productions like the 
"Police Story" series give me a lot of materials for reference. These works give 
detailed research on the background of Chan, the philosophy behind his action films, 
the production process and the implication of his films in the development of Hong 
Kong Cinema. Witterstaetter and Hunt also provide us with considerable 
description on Chan and his action productions, which represent an emblem of Hong 
62 David Bordwell. Planet Hong Kong: popular cinema and the art of entertainment. (Cambridge; 
Massachusetts; London: Harvard University Press, 2000). 
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Kong itsel严. These materials are valuable asset of the Hong Kong Movie Industry 
and they serve very good reference to the study of the Hong Kong Cinema. 
Jackie Chan was originally named Chan Kong Sang at birth, having the 
meaning of "bom in Hong Kong". At age six, he began living at Yu Jim Yuen's 
Chinese Opera Research Institute in Hong Kong. He had to learn singing, dancing, 
martial arts and acrobatics while staying in the institute under a harsh regiment. 
Later when the Yuen's Institute was disbanded, Chan and his several fellow students 
joined the film industry. Chan rose through the ranks at the film production 
company, Golden Harvest, to become a stunt player, then an assistant to the fight 
director, and finally one of the Bruce Lee clones. In the late 1970s, he successfully 
established himself as Hong Kong's top box-office star, graduating to directing his 
own films.64 In order to become the next Bruce Lee without becoming a Lee clone, 
Chan is good at mixing many styles which he mastered - southern and northern 
kung-fu, Korean aikido, and Japanese judo. In Chan's movie, he is always carrying 
the leading role, and his elaborate action performance with humour has become a 
major selling point of his movies. 
63 See Witterstaetter (1997) and Hunt (2002). 
64 David Bordwell. Planet Hong Kong: popular cinema and the art of entertainment. (Cambridge; 
Massachusetts; London: Harvard University Press, 2000). 
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Chan's "Police Story" series, which emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, is 
among the most famous productions of Chan throughout his career. In the 1970s, 
action film dominated the local cinema and began to influence international markets. 
The popularity of action genre marked a fundamental change in Hong Kong cinema: 
action was valued over drama, and male characters replaced female stars as the main 
box-office appeal.65 From the late 1970s, Chan's action movies became popular 
and he was regarded as the successor of Bruce Lee, though with a different style. In 
the two Police Story (dir. Jackie Chan, 1985 and 1988) films, heterosexual romance 
not only helps to define an adult masculine identity, but also marks the beginning of 
myriad problems.^ ^ Female characters in his films are portrayed as decorative, 
weak and troublesome. In Chan's later productions of "Police Story" series and the 
latest New Police Story, these distinctive gender roles and Chan's stance of male 
heroism continue to be the main theme of the films. Chan and his "Police Story" 
series have special meaning to the Hong Kong Police Force. Since the emergence 
of the "Police Story" series, there is no doubt that Jackie Chan has become the 
official symbol of policemen. The theme song of the movies has been used by the 
65 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005), 
p. 251. 
6 Yvonne Tasker, "Fists of Fury: Discourses of Race and Masculinity in the Martial Arts Cinema," in 
Harry Stecopoulos and Michael Uebel, eds., Race and the subject of masculinities. (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1997)，pp. 315-36. 
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television production of the "Police Magazine"^ "^  on RTHK over the past few years 
(the song has already been changed in 2006). Jackie Chan figures in various types 
of police uniforms are made police souvenirs. All these indicate that the role of 
Jackie Chan as a policeman in his movies is widely recognized and very successful 
indeed. Although his notorious sex scandal several years ago badly affected the 
level of pleasure that female police officers derived from his movie, which will be 
discussed later, we could not deny that his image as a policeman is deeply planted 
and reinforced in Hong Kong society. The next questions are: how do female police 
officers gain pleasure from watching Chan's cop films? Does the "Police Story" 
series reflect the situation of the Hong Kong Police Force, from a gender 
perspective? 
As I mentioned before, the female police officers in the Force experienced 
immense change in the 1980s and 1990s. However, in this research, I am not going 
to base my discussion and argument on the "Police Stories" series produced in the 
1980s and 1990s. Since the compulsory revolver training and PTU training for 
women police officers in the Force commenced only in the mid-90s，all female 
67 The "Police Magazine" is produced by RTHK and was first released in 1973. It is one of the 
media to gauge the assistance of public in fighting crimes. The programme aims at informing the 
public the new modus operandi of criminals through dramas in the first instance. It also aims at 
publicizing "fight crime" messages, crime trends, introducing the different departments in the HKPF 
and raising the awareness of the public. Finally, it is hoped that the public will know the Police more 
through watching this programme. 
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officers who viewed these films when they were publicly screened had yet undergone 
the trainings. This implies a different reading of the films and the pleasure, and 
identification process during the viewing should be different after they undergo the 
training. It is because the participation in revolver and PTU training inevitably 
raises the status of female police officers and the trainings symbolize an equal 
opportunity in the Police Force. This has been proven correct in the next section 
that both the self-esteem and self-confidence of my respondents had greatly 
increased after they were allowed to receive the training. This is also due to the 
wider exposure of different nature of job available for them. Because Chan's cop 
films have been regarded as successful and extraordinary in the local film production 
history and due also to the special meaning of Chan to the Police Force, in the next 
section, I am going to base my discussion on his latest cop film, the New Police 
Story. 
3.2 New Police Story (2004、 
New Police Story was a continuum of the "Police Story" series^ ^ emerged 
in the 1980s and 1990s, which is among the most famous productions of Jackie Chan 
68 Jackie Chan's "Police Story" Series include Police Story (1985), Police Story II (1988), Police 
Story III: Supercop (1992), Police Story IV (1996) and New Police Story (2004). 
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throughout his career. The "Police Story" series represent a successful 
transformation of Chan's style of film productions, from Kung Fu to action with 
elements of cop films. The comparison of Jackie Chan and Bruce Lee by David 
Bordwell presents a good introduction to the study of Jackie Chan's style of 
productions and his transformation from Kung Fu movies to action movies. As 
Bordwell mentions, 
Bruce Lee is virtually the only classy thing in the Bruce Lee films, which 
typically have shabby production values and fairly inept connecting 
scenes. Chan's box-office strength enabled him to insist on a high level 
of production design, shooting, and special effects. His awareness of the 
importance of packaging manifests not only Hong Kong culture's rising 
sense of world standards of quality but also the film industry's efforts to 
create more professional-looking products.^ ^ 
New Police Story is the story about the work and life of a police inspector, 
Chan Kwok Wing (Jackie Chan). The story starts with a hostage-taking incident in 
the city centre and the suspect, together with his hostage, is surrounded by a large 
number of police officers and police vehicles. The hostage is in a very dangerous 
situation but all the police officers at the scene appear to be helpless and do not know 
what to do. All of a sudden, Wing swiftly arrives at the scene, and without a second 
69 David Bordwell. Planet Hong Kong: popular cinema and the art of entertainment. (Cambridge; 
Massachusetts; London: Harvard University Press, 2000), p. 59. 
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thought, he goes to the suspect and shoots at his head. This scene serves as the 
introduction of Wing's background and highlights his success in the Police Force. 
However, the story goes on with a group of young criminals, the Gang of Five, led 
by Joe (Daniel Wu), who challenges the police by robbing a famous bank, not only 
taking the money, but also leaving behind traces of their whereabouts, with the 
intention to imitate a computer hide and seek game. Wing, together with his close 
subordinates, being so proud of their ability, goes to find the criminals and attempts 
to catch them. Owing to their underestimation of the criminals, all the subordinates 
of Wing, including the younger brother of Wing's girlfriend, Charlie (Charlie Yeung), 
are killed by the criminals during the raid. Wing survives from the fight, but he is 
totally defeated, and from then on, he always gets drunk and refuses to confront 
Charlie. One evening, Wing is drunk again and collapses in the street. He is 
discovered by Fung (Nicholas Tse) who regards Wing as his idol. With Fung's 
encouragement, Wing finally gets back his courage and decides to catch the criminals 
in order to take revenge for his sacrificed subordinates. The Gang of Five is finally 
cracked down by Wing and Wing marries Charlie in the end to symbolize a happy 
ending. 
In this film, it is interesting to note that Wing is the only one police officer 
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that made all the decision and challenged the criminals. Before they go to find the 
Gang of Five, they never have any group discussion, make any planning, do any 
recce (an abbreviation of "reconnaissance" which means to pay a visit to a site where 
an operation will take place) or attend any briefings concerning the raid. The 
images of Wing's subordinates or counterparts were blurred and they are only there 
to support the role of Wing. The only female police officer in this film is Sasa 
(Charlene Choy), a computer support officer working in the police station. This 
gender representation is very normal in Hong Kong action films that actresses 
seldom do the fighting, or even if the story requires them to fight, the fight scene will 
be acted by stunt players instead. It is mainly because stuntwomen are rare in Hong 
Kong and therefore, actresses who do their own stunts and fight scenes are also very 
rare. Among the rare stuntwomen, the most famous one in the Hong Kong cinema 
is definitely Michelle Yeoh who emerged in the late 1980s7° However, Yeoh once 
commented Jackie Chan as dubious in film production, "Jackie has this thing -
women should not fight and he likes them pretty and decorative."^ ^ It is along the 
stereotypical female representation in Hong Kong's cop films that the female 
characters in New Police Story, for example Sasa and Charlie, are also pretty but only 
decorative. 
Fredric Dannen and Barry Long. Hong Kong Babylon: an insider 's guide to the Hollywood of the 
East. (Great Britain: Faber and Faber Limited, 1997), p. 21. 
71 Ibid, p. 23. 
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My first interviewee^ ,^ Chang, a senior inspector aged 34, observed that 
those women joining the Police Force, in general, have a relatively strong character 
and, to a certain extent, a sense of justice when compared with female in other 
professions. This is mainly due to the fact that female police officers are 
economically independent and the police training they receive is tough. Owing to 
the fact that women are minorities in the Force and also due to the specific police 
training and the subsequent police work experience, female police officers are forced 
to be sensitive about other people's perception of the role of female police officers. 
When women officers are trained to meet the same standard as that of their male 
counterparts, they are forced to forget their female identity. Therefore, when female 
police officers watch cop films, they will become particularly aware of their 
identities as female police officers. Chang described her feeling as minority in a 
male dominant profession: 
Because of the job nature and my rank as a senior inspector, I cannot 
identify with any characters of another rank. For a female leader like 
me, I have to establish a strong masculine character in order to establish 
my status in the team. I always act like a male, even during off duty, 
72 Two interviews were conducted with Chang at my home and at a restaurant on 2005-12-10 and 
2006-02-15 respectively. Chang joined the Police Force in 1996 as a direct entry inspector after 
completing a Master of Social Science in Urban Planning. She is aged 34, married with no children. 
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and my husband does not like it very much. I have to be strong, both 
physically and psychologically, and sometimes even stronger than my 
male subordinates. I attempt to forget my female identity when 
leading a team of male officers to perform certain operations. My 
training in the Force strengthens the thinking of getting equal with the 
male officers. 
According to Mary Ann Doane，the result of attempting to theorize female 
spectatorship is a tendency to view the female spectator as the site of an oscillation 
between a feminine position and a masculine position, invoking the metaphor of the 
transvestite.73 Female police officers also tend to switch between the two positions 
while watching cop films. Given the patriarchal structures of cinematic narrative, 
the woman who identifies with a female character must adopt a passive or 
masochistic position, while identification with the active hero necessarily entails an 
acceptance of "masculinization" of spectatorship.^ "^  As mentioned earlier, the look 
in visual media involves the power and active/passive relationship. Facing the 
powerlessness of female spectators, B. Ruby Rich sums this up as: “How does one 
formulate an understanding of a structure that insists on our absence even in the face 
of our presence? What is there in a film with which a woman viewer identifies?，"� 
73 Mary Ann Doane. "Film and the Masquerade: Theorizing the Female Spectator," in Katie Conboy, 
Nadia Median and Asrah Stanbury, eds., Writing on the body: female embodiment and feminist theory. 
(Columbia UP: 1997). 
h Ibid, p. 48. 
Teresa De Lauretis. "Rethinking Women's Cinema: Aesthetics and Feminist Theory," in Erens, 
Patricia, ed.，Issues in Feminist Film Criticism, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990)，p. 
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As what Chang said, female police officers sometimes act like male unconsciously 
because they have to strive for an equal position with their male counterparts. This 
equality mentioned by Chang is similar to what Mackinnon stresses in her work that 
women's subordination is a matter of social power founded on men's dominance of 
institutionalized heterosexuality. Though not all men have equal power and not all 
women are subject to the same forms of oppression, her summary of feminist 
arguments stresses equality rather than difference: "We're as good as you. 
Anything you can do, we can do. Just get out of the way.”76 This sense of 
equality affects the thinking of some female police officers while watching cop films. 
While watching cop films, they might consciously or unconsciously switch between 
a feminine position (a female character) and a masculine position (a male character), 
because they are struggling between the identities of a female and a police officer. 
In the same case, Chang could identify with Wing but not the female police officer, 
Sasa, because Sasa represents the one being looked at and she has no power at all. 
Chang could not find any similarities with Sasa because the former is always the 
leader in her profession. 
The hostage incident at the beginning of New Police Story was one of the 
290. 
76 Catherine Mackinnon. Feminism unmodified. (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University 
Press, 1987)，p. 32. 
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most exciting and enjoyable parts of the whole film. In this research, I found that 
spectators with similar experiences of a particular film character might derive more 
pleasure in watching the film and therefore might find themselves easier to identify 
with that particular character. The next question is: what pleasure do female police 
officers derive from watching cop films? Is this source of pleasure based on sexual 
instincts suggested by Mulvey??? Chang, as a senior inspector of police, found that 
she could easily identify herself as Wing in dealing with the hostage incident. 
Chang has once worked in a special unit where her subordinates were predominantly 
male. The physical requirement of this unit is higher than normal and Chang used 
to work under considerable pressure, just like Wing. While watching this hostage 
taking incident, Chang said, "I will naturally judge the action and work procedures of 
Wing and attempted to think critically whether he did them correctly or not." She 
also pondered whether she would do the same thing if she were Wing. The 
identification of Chang as Wing was transgender and it is closely related to her rank, 
her training and her work experience, more than taking into consideration of her sex 
in this particular moment. Wing's bravery, courage and quick thinking became the 
role model of Chang and she unconsciously identified herself as a male police officer 
with a similar police background with her. Chang took pleasure in watching the 
77 In Mulvey's article, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema", she discusses the interweaving of 
erotic pleasure in film, its meaning and, in particular, the central place of the image of woman. 
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film because she shared the feeling, pressure and satisfaction of Wing. This source 
of pleasure does not echo Mulvey's erotic pleasure in film and does not base on 
sexual instincts. As mentioned earlier, Chang could not identify herself as Sasa, the 
computer support officer and the only one female police officer in the whole movie, 
because of the rank consciousness and her intention to forget her female identity. 
However, it appears to me that Chang is looking at Sasa from a masculine position, 
which complicates her feeling towards a weak female police officer on screen and 
herself who is strong one in reality. 
According to Mayne, "spectatorship is not only the act of watching a film, 
but also the ways one takes pleasure in the experience, or not; the means by which 
watching movies becomes a passion, or a leisure-time activity like any other. 
Spectatorship refers to how film-going and the consumption of movies and their 
myths are symbolic activities, culturally significant e v e n t s . W h a t Mayne refers 
to, I believe，is that the consumption of movies illuminates the gender, class, social 
identity and background of a person. The type of films he/she chooses also 
represents an identity and a taste. She also opines that spectatorship is not just the 
relationship that occurs between the viewer and the screen, but also and especially 
78 Judith Mayne. Cinema and spectatorship. (London & New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 1. 
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how that relationship lives on once the spectator leaves the theater^^ She farther 
elaborates that spectatorship not only refers to the acts of watching and listening as 
well as the identification process to the characters on the screen, but also what film 
viewing is invested with various v a l u e s . I n cop films, for instance, these values 
include how the social order is constructed; what role a police officer is performing 
under this social order; the gender role of male and female police officers and so on. 
Man and Kam, another two interviewees^^ aged 35 and 34 respectively, are typical 
female police constables of the new generation. They both have 14 years of service 
in the Force and personally witnessed the change of the Force in the 90s. Man was 
the first batch of woman constables who volunteered to receive revolver training and 
joined the PTU subsequent to the training. Man recalled that even in the early 90s, 
all female police officers wore skirts only and they were not well equipped. They 
always performed indoor and administrative duties with a supporting role. Kam has 
been a CID officer for several years after her attachment to the beat patrol duties. 
She still remembered that in 1993 when she was a uniformed beat patrol officer, her 
Judith Mayne. Cinema and spectatorship. (London & New York: Routledge, 1993), pp. 2-3. 
80 Judith Mayne. Cinema and spectatorship. (London & New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 31. 
81 An interview was conducted with Man and Kam together at a restaurant on 2006-03-08. Man 
joined the Police Force in 1992 as a police constable after completing Form Five education. She is 
aged 35，married with one son. She is among the first batch of officer to volunteer to receive 
revolver training and PTU training. Kam also joined the Police Force in 1992 as a police constable 
after completing Form Five education. She is aged 35’ also married with one son. She completed a 
degree through self study. She also volunteered to receive firearm training and she has been attached 
to criminal investigation duties for a long time. 
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supervisor had to assign another male officer to walk with her because she was not 
armed. However, this always increased the resentment and dissatisfaction of her 
male colleagues as they were scornful to female counterparts and they usually treated 
her as a burden. At that time, when she had to issue a fixed penalty ticket or to 
attend a scene of crime, she was always gazed by public (mostly male) from head to 
toe. She had a strong feeling that woman constables were being discriminated 
against and their ability was questioned by the general public. Because of their 
background and experience, both Man and Kam felt repugnant at Sasa, the only 
female police officer in New Police Story. They thought that Sasa was not 
professional and her role was not necessary. There is a scene in the story that Sasa 
opens the cell gate for Wing and Fung so that they can escape and go to find the 
criminals. Man and Kam disliked the idea and opined that this might project a 
negative image of female police officers, a naive officer who is irresponsible to the 
consequence. In reality, there are a lot of male officers who perform the cell guard 
duty in police stations. Why must this stupid act (opening the cell gate to free a 
suspect) be performed by a female officer, Sasa, but not a male officer? The gender 
role of female police officer represented by Sasa is stereotyped and further reinforced 
in the film. I suspect that Sasa's role is taken by Man and Kam to represent their 
early stage of police career, which they did not treat it as a good memory. It appears 
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to me that they tried to avoid identifying with her. They were always treated as 
burden to the male colleagues, and it was very difficult for female officers to mingle 
into male's "community". Therefore, once Man and Kam had the opportunity to 
receive firearm training and took up more frontline duties, they tried their best to 
prove that they were as capable as the male officers. This also explains why they 
could hardly identify with Sasa as the latter represents a weak and decorative image. 
To be more accurate, Sasa is an image (object) for being looked at only. 
When Mulvey talks about the paradox of phallocentrism, she reckons that 
the image of the castrated women give order and meaning to the phallic world. It is 
her lack that produces the phallus as a symbolic presence, and it is her desire to make 
good the lack that the phallus signifies.^ ^ What I interpret here is that Sasa 
represents the image of the castrated woman. She is naive but kind-hearted. She 
has no special skills (what is required to be a police officer) except that she is good at 
computer and is familiar with the Internet world (which is not an essential skill of a 
police officer). Her lack makes the male protagonists, Wing and Fung, become 
more powerful and meaningful. Wing and Fung are the rescuer of society and they 
assume a stance that parodies the convention of male heroism (what Wong comments 
82 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989), p. 14. 
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Jackie Chan in her article^ and assume the position of dominant masculinity. 
Another interviewee "^^ , Lau, a 33-year-old woman sergeant who joined the Force in 
1996，could not identify with either Wing or Sasa. She thinks that Jackie Chan's 
image is bad in reality because of his adultery scandal, and this affects her 
impression of the whole film. "Jackie Chan's behaviour in real life is disgusting 
and it destroys his heroic police image. I really hope that he does not represent the 
police," Lau added. For Sasa, Lau also thinks that her role is just a "vase" and 
totally not necessary. "Sasa acts like an idiot, looks like a civilian staff and her role 
in the film discriminates female police officers. She becomes an object and she is 
always gazed by the male." This further explains what Mulvey refers to the 
functioning of woman in forming the patriarchal. Women can only exist in relation 
to castration and cannot transcend it. This idea is strongly represented throughout 
New Police Story. 
In New Police Story, the male protagonist is a super cop who is ready to 
sacrifice himself to uphold and maintain the law. Although Jackie Chan has a 
83 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema, 239-260. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 2005), p. 252. 
84 An interview was conducted with Lau in a canteen on 2006-03-30. Lau joined the Police Force in 
1996 as a police constable after completing Form Five education. She was promoted to Sergeant in 
early 2006. She is aged 33 and single. When she joined the Police Force, revolver and PTU 
training was compulsory for all officers, regardless of male or female. 
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failure at the very beginning of the film, his image always reinforces the sense of 
justice. According to Day Wong's article on women's reception of mainstream 
Hong Kong cinema, when comparing Jackie Chan with Bruce Lee, her respondents 
take pleasure in Jackie Chan's movies far more than those of Bruce Lee. Some of 
the respondents reckon that Chan represents an ordinary hero with pain and fear. 
He does not always win but his determination and sense of justice enable him to fight 
back. The premises of the form of heroism presented include an untiring dedication 
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to one's goal and mission and willingness to uphold justice at all costs. 
Nevertheless, my interviewees did not regard Jackie Chan as a hero. Their opinion 
about Chan is different from that of the respondents in Wong's article. Female 
police officers as viewers are more concerned about the police image and gender 
roles of male and female officers portrayed in the cop films. From the gender 
perspective, there are hardly any important female figures in New Police Story. 
Sasa, a police computer support officer，and Charlie, senior inspector Wing's 
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girlfriend, could only be beautiful vases waiting to be admired, grasped and broken. 
They represent a missing, a lack and silences, which the film tries to mould. The 
narrative of the film is all initiated by the hero, the main male character, and 
85 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds.，Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. ( Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005), 
m). 239-260. 
Laikwan Pang. "Post-1997 Hong Kong Masculinity," in Laikwan Pang & Day Wong, eds., 
Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema, 35-55. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005)，p. 
52. 
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develops in line with the way he thinks. It is normal because we cannot deny that 
male audiences are regarded as more important than their female counterparts, at 
least for the action genre and cop films. 
In this section on New Police Story, the pivotal role of Wing symbolizes 
the male dominance and patriarchy in the Hong Kong Police Force. The resentment 
against Sasa，s decorative position in the film gives my respondents an excuse not to 
identify with her even when Sasa's role may be a true reflection of a woman police 
officer in reality. The identification with Wing by Chang is transgendered and it 
involves dynamics between the switching of feminine and masculine positions. I 
find that apart from sex, other factors such as rank, work experience and training; 
also affect the process of cinematic identification. 
3.3 PTU(2003^ 
In order to contextualize the discussion of spectatorship, it is important to 
understand what is meant by the idea of cinema as an "institution" and what it means 
to define the cinematic spectator as part of this institution.Mayne quotes two 
87 Judith Mayne. Cinema and spectatorship. (London & New York: Routledge, 1993). 
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essays written by Jean-Louis Baudry, published in 1970 and 1975 respectively, to 
illustrate the institutional quality of cinema in a monolithic and deterministic sense. 
Baudry argues in both essays that "the cinema produces an ideological position 
through its very mechanics of representation - i.e.，the cinema, editing, the immobile 
spectator situated before a screen. Ideology is not imposed upon the cinema, it is 
always implicated in it."^^ In the second part of Mulvey's essay, she tells us that 
cinema offers a number of possible pleasures and one of them is scopophilia 
(pleasure in looking). She places her argument on Freud's theory of scopophilia 
and uses the particular example of the voyeuristic activities of children, their desire 
to see other people's genital and bodily functions. This analysis is further 
developed from a voyeuristic pleasure to a narcissistic form. Mulvey points out in 
her article, 
At first glance, the cinema would seem to be remote from the 
undercover world of the surreptitious observation of an unknowing and 
unwilling victim. What is seen on the screen is so manifestly shown. 
But the mass of mainstream film, and the conventions within which 
unwinds magically, indifferent to the presence of the audience, 
producing for them a sense of separation and playing on their 
voyeuristic fantasy.^ ^ 
88 Judith Mayne. Cinema and spectatorship. (London & New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 45. 
Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989)，p. 17. 
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This has been mentioned earlier that when the spectator sits in the dark and is 
separated from one another, the light and the shade on the screen promote the 
voyeuristic pleasure and give the spectators an illusion of looking in on a private 
world. 
Johnnie To's PTU definitely gives the spectators this illusion of looking in 
on the private world of PTU officers. For example, where and how are they 
working? What conflicts do they have with officers of other units? Thomas Shin 
once said that PTU is not an average cop thriller because it does not have the 
predictability of general cop films. The story deals with the overnight search for a 
gun lost by fat detective, Lo Sa (Lam Suet), giving rise to the internal conflicts 
within the Police Force involving different factions. Johnnie To's high degree of 
stylization, pithy dialogue, high-contrast lighting and intricate narrative, using the 
street as a stage for police officers of different sections including PTU, anti-triad 
squad and regional crime unit. Shin describes the blue beret of the PTU as a 
symbol that is suffused with the flavour of the ancient knight-errant. When they put 
on raincoats, they look like the night voyager on a mission of chivalry.卯 Johnnie 
To explained in an interview about this film that PTU deals with a group of 
卯 Thomas Shin. "Night Voyager, Knight-errant," in Hong Kong Arts Development Council. Hong 
Kong Panorama 2002-2003. (Hong Kong: Asia One Printing Limited, 2003), p. 85. 
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policemen. "This particular group is a bit secretive. They don't have a 
pre-determined mission, and their nighttime work is relatively free...they are put into 
operation when there's something going on. If nothing happens, they just walk the 
streets.”9i Therefore, this makes it easier for the director to tell a story and the 
director is trying to expose the secretive part of police work. This type of work is 
usually not made known to the public, and the spectators will find it especially 
exciting to look into this private world. 
PTU starts when one column of PTU officers, each break led by a 
sergeant,92 are on the way to their designated anti-crime patrol area, they learn from 
the radio that a police officer is killed in a robbery case. Some of the officers joke 
about it, and this annoys one of the sergeants, Mike (Simon Yam). Mike 
immediately says in an authoritative manner, "A police officer died. Anyone 
wearing the uniform is regarded as our people." This gives a strong impression to 
the audience that the Police Force is a community where each of its members will 
protect the group's collective interests. However, for the woman sergeant, Cat 
91 Thomas Shin and Lok Yan Tse. "Johnnie To's PW Blind Loyalty of a Night Voyage," in Hong 
Kong Arts Development Council. Hong Kong Panorama 2002-2003. (Hong Kong: Asia One Printing 
Limited, 2003), p. 81. 
92 A PTU company consists of four platoons, each led by two inspectors. In a platoon, there are four 
columns. Each column has two sergeants and 6 police constables. A column has two breaks, each 
led by a sergeant. PTU officers usually patrol in a break, i.e. one sergeant and three police 
constables. 
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(Maggie Shiu), she only comments that they want to go home safely and advise her 
subordinates to be careful. Johnnie To himself commented on the characters of the 
two women in the film, one is Ruby Wong's police inspector and the other is Cat. 
Johnnie To said that Cat's character was really a simple housewife. "There are 
many such women in the Police Force. When my sister was in the Police Force, she 
would go home every night to cook. The Shiu character is a working woman, who 
wants to go home peacefully every night. Don't ask her to become involved in any 
conflict, because she didn't want to lose her job."^^ On the contrary, Ruby Wong's 
character is a professional career woman, who makes every effort to make her mark 
in the force. Although she has a strong personality, she has to follow the rules of 
the game in the end. In this brief prologue, we can immediately see the contrast of 
a male sergeant and a female sergeant, in particular from the perspective of the 
director. The former is ready to protect the group's interests regardless of the 
consequence while the latter is only following the rules of the disciplined force 
strictly. 
The story develops when sergeant Lo Sa of the anti-triad squad suspects 
that his revolver is taken away by a group of triad members and decides to find it by 
93 Thomas Shin and Lok Yan Tse. "Johnnie To's PTU Blind Loyalty of a Night Voyage," in Hong 
Kong Arts Development Council. Hong Kong Panorama 2002-2003. (Hong Kong: Asia One Printing 
Limited, 2003), p. 83. 
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himself without reporting to his inspector. PTU sergeant Mike, in view of Lo Sa's 
career prospect and his strong conviction of protecting the group's interests, decides 
to assist Lo Sa in searching for the revolver. On the other hand, although another 
PTU sergeant Cat does not agree to Mike's decision, she finally submits herself to 
the group and pretends of knowing nothing regarding the loss of revolver. Man and 
Kam, the two woman constable respondents, derived great pleasure in this film, 
especially for Man. Man was the first batch of woman officers who volunteered to 
join the PTU. While watching the film, she recalled her days in PTU and could 
easily identify with sergeant Cat. "She is very smart, professional and tough. Her 
image is close to the reality. Female officers in PTU are forceful and cool, and you 
have to present yourself in a professional way, whether you are a sergeant or not," 
Man says. Although both Man and Kam are not sergeants, they agreed that they 
could identify with Cat, a woman officer in PTU. Man explains that it is because in 
a PTU column, the officers are working as a team and cooperation is far more 
important than the rank difference. In this case, gender difference, together with job 
nature, supercedes the importance of rank difference and this rank consciousness has 
been the main obstacle, as discussed in the last section, for Chang's cinematic 
identification with the same sex. As a result, to Man, whether you are a sergeant or 
a police constable, regardless of male or female, your identity is only a member of a 
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break, a column, a platoon or a company. On the contrary, the sergeant respondent, 
Lau, could not identify with Cat. "I have never met a woman sergeant as firm and 
smart as Cat. Woman sergeant is rare in PTU because when firearm training was 
first introduced to female police officers, only a few of them received the training. 
After they are trained, they may not want to join the PTU because the training is 
tough. For newly promoted sergeant like me, I am still waiting for the chance to 
join PTU," Lau explained. Lau further told me that she could identify with the 
Orderly94 in the film，who wants to learn from Mike. When Lau joined the PTU in 
late 90s, she did not belong to any column as she was attached to the headquarters 
team and assigned to assist the inspectors in the platoon. Usually she had to take 
care of the administrative matters for the inspectors and was not able to patrol with 
other colleagues. "I was not boycotted but I shared the feeling of the Orderly in the 
film. It is because sometimes I found it difficult to mingle with other colleagues 
and they treated me as an outsider." This kind of cinematic identification is loosely 
referred to sympathizing or engaging with a character. Jackie Stacey suggests that 
this identification is related to the idea of 'point of view'. This not only involves 
visual point of view, but also narrative point of view. Visual point of view refers to 
type of shot, sequences of story and so on, while narrative point of view is produced 
94 "Orderly" is a post under the platoon structure performed by a police constable. His main duty is 
to assist and protect the platoon commanders (police inspectors). Therefore, Orderly is the personal 
assistant of the commander and is not deployed in the column. 
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through the sharing of knowledge, sympathy or moral values with the protagonist. 
This identification is also referred to a set of cultural processes, which describe 
different interaction or connections between spectators and the fictional films. 
It is always believed in society that a group of people in the same 
profession will undoubtedly protect the group's interests, for instance, the doctors 
and the lawyers. These people are usually in the high strata or to a certain extent 
have some form of power. This group identity is always emphasized in disciplinary 
forces as well. As Rafter points out, "Ideology is related to power. The myths, 
attitudes, and assumptions that we live by influence what can be said and what 
modes of expression can be used.^ ^ In PTU, the idea of "those wearing the same 
uniforms are our people" is again and again reinforced by the narrative or action of 
the characters. The ideology of protecting the group's interests is also embedded 
deeply in the spectators' heart. The PTU sergeant Mike decides to help anti-triad 
unit sergeant Lo Sa to find the revolver without reporting the loss to his supervisor, 
not because he is a good friend of Lo Sa or he will receive any advantage, but 
because of his strong belief that they are in the same group and he has the 
Jackie Stacey. Star Gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1993), p. 130. 
Nicole Rafter, Shots in the mirror: crime films and society. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000)，p. 8. 
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responsibility to protect the group's interests. Although all the female police 
officers being interviewed disagreed with Mike, they cannot give a definite answer 
whether they will do the same in real situation. On the other hand, this film makes 
them re-think again what they will do in reality, and we cannot deny that the 
collectivist ideology is further reinforced or questioned in the process of viewing. 
From the gender perspective, PTU appears to have put more emphasis on female 
police officers. Sergeant Cat and Inspector Ruby however are portrayed as less 
flexible and strictly abided by the rules. In particular in the last shooting scene, 
when everybody is holding the revolver and shoots, Inspector Ruby cannot get hold 
of her revolver and becomes the only officer who has not fired. In the end, she is 
even advised by a male subordinate, Lo Sa, to fire two shots so that she will not be 
missed out in the report and future commendations. Once again, the meaning of not 
being able to get hold of the revolver implies that even your rank is higher, female 
cannot get hold of the power. 
Another important subject in this movie I would like to talk about is the 
symbolic meaning of the revolver. What does the revolver mean to Lo Sa? What 
does a revolver mean to a police officer? What does a revolver mean to the Police 
Force? Throughout this movie, from the loss of a revolver in the very beginning to 
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the last shooting scene and the final recovery of Lo Sa's revolver, it is important to 
note that revolver represents power - the phallus. Every police officer admires this 
phallus and it gives them authority, sense of security and power. As mentioned 
before, if a female police officer has not received any revolver training, she will be 
regarded as a kind of lack, just like Sasa in New Police Story. You are not a real 
police officer if you do not carry a revolver. Therefore, when Lo Sa discovers that 
he has lost his revolver, he has to search for it regardless of his own physical 
condition, being seriously beaten by the group of triad members. Another scene 
describes how Lo Sa goes to a shop even in the middle of the night, in order to buy a 
fake revolver. After he buys it, the director uses several shots to show us how Lo 
Sa modifies it so that it looks like a real revolver used by CID officers. When Lo 
Sa finishes polishing the fake revolver and studies it carefully, we can understand 
from his facial expression that he finally resumes his calmness and finds a sense of 
security. Revolver also represents the last resort of a police officer's use of force. 
You cannot use it unless you are facing a life and death situation. There are many 
rules governing the use of force and all police officers have to follow these rules 
strictly. Revolver is a representation of power and authority and the loss of revolver 
represents a disaster and will lead to a series of trouble. Finally, when Lo Sa finds 
his revolver in the rear lane where he fell down and fainted unconsciously in the very 
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beginning of the story, he finds also his power, authority and identity. He even 
suggests to Inspector Ruby to fire two shots in order to make a better report. 
However, the hidden meaning is that since they all belong to the same group, the 
same police region, they will protect one another's interests. The firing of shots may 
lead to a beautiful ending of the incident because they will receive commendations 
for bravery in the shooting incident from either the Commissioner of Police or even 
the Chief Executive. Besides the voyeuristic pleasure and an illusion of looking in 
on a private world, this film also satisfies the spectators' desire (the desire for 
shooting without risking one's own life) as what Mulvey points out, "The position of 
the spectators in the cinema is blatantly one of repression of their exhibitionism and 
0*7 
projection of the repressed desire onto the performer." Therefore, a revolver 
represents a special meaning to a member of the Police Force. 
Throughout the life of a police officer, there is hardly any chance for 
him/her to fire a round, except during revolver training. PTU satisfies a primordial 
wish of a police officer for shooting. Although one may say that a spectator who is 
not a police officer also has this pleasure, I believe that the satisfaction is stronger in 
a police officer who has undergone revolver training. The cinema has a strong 
97 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989)，p. 17. 
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structure of fascination, which allows the temporary loss of ego while at the same 
time reinforcing it. The cinematic identification illustrated here has been seen as a 
cultural process complicit with the reproduction of dominant culture by reinforcing 
patriarchal forms of identity. According to Anne Friedberg, the problematic 
functions of identification can be summed up as follows: 
Identification can only be made through recognition, and all 
recognition is itself an implicit confirmation of an existing form. The 
institutional sanction of stars as ego ideals also operates to establish 
normative figures. Identification enforces a collapse of the subject 
onto the normative demand for sameness, which, under patriarchy, is 
QQ 
always male. 
In PTU, regardless of referring to the film or a PTU company in real life, all 
members can embrace one identity only, i.e. a member of the company. When 
putting on the uniform and the beret, everybody is the same, whether male or female. 
PTU training emphasizes unity and uniformity. Unity refers to the team spirit and 
uniformity refers to the standardized turnout of a PTU officer. This echoes what 
Freidberg says，under patriarchy, identification enforces the normative demand for 
sameness which is always male. Although two of my respondents, Man and Kam, 
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Anne Friedberg. "Identification and the star: a refusal of difference", in Star signs: papers from a 
weekend workshop. (London: British Film Institute, 1982), p. 53. 
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could identify with female sergeant Cat in the film, they agreed that it was because of 
her professionalism, toughness and calmness. These qualities usually do not exist 
in a female character in cop films, and this implies that both interviewees admire 
masculinity. 
As I mentioned before, PTU is a comparatively unique unit in the Police 
Force where sex is less obvious because when you wear the uniform, everybody is 
only a member of the platoon. Therefore, woman officers are identified or 
"labelled" by an orange band when wearing the helmets in order to avoid allegation 
of sexual harrassment. The orange band, therefore, is the contradictory mark for 
both equality and inequality. The interesting point here is when a female is 
portrayed as strong, some of my respondents do not agree that female officers can be 
that strong and smart in reality. However, when a female is portrayed as weak and 
decorative, they again disagree that female officers are that weak. This 
demonstrates the contradictory thinking among themselves and the difficulty in 
articulating female police officers' feeling towards their subjectivity and identity. 
3.4 Crazy n'the City (2005) 
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Traditionally, cop films serve as a vehicle to reinforce the gender 
representation in society, particularly the construction and reconstruction of gender 
role and for the definition of masculinity. People used to ask, "What makes a good 
police officer?" or "Is a good police officer an ideal man?" As Rafter points out, 
general cop films tend to answer these questions with a traditional way by picturing 
the ideal man as fearless, heterosexual, independent, unemotional, and superhumanly 
powerful. These films always reinforce dominant notions of masculinity. ^^  
However, Crazy n ‘ the City (2005) portrays a very different police officer, Chan 
Chun Kit (acted by Eason Chan), who is a very common police constable patrolling 
the beat everyday. He works in the Police Force for seven years and starts to lose 
his passion and enthusiasm towards the job. Everyday is the same and his assigned 
patrolling area in Wanchai becomes too familiar to him that he is lost in the city. 
There are no more interesting cases for him to investigate, and he has never 
experienced any exciting shooting incident. He is just the normal beat patrol police 
officer we see in the streets everyday. Then, what makes this film interesting? 
Does the story of such a common person appeal to the audience? What pleasure 
can the female police officers derive? What message is embedded in the film and 
how does this affect our perception to the gender representation in the film? 
Nicole Rafter. Shots in the mirror: crime films and society. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000), p. 79. 
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In cinema, gender is performed for the voyeuristic pleasure of the audience. 
Mulvey discusses the fascination of erotic looking and the spectacle nature of the 
participants. In the nature of the dominant gaze, the male gaze projects a desired 
fantasy onto the female body. This visual and erotic feeling was specifically 
effected from the women's appearance.^ ®® What is the difference between "gaze" 
and "look" then? Kaplan gives a clear explanation to distinguish the two in her 
book about feminism, film and the imperial gaze. According to Kaplan, 
"[T]he gaze is active: the subject bearing the gaze is not interested in the 
object per se, but consumed with his own anxieties which are inevitably 
intermixed with desire. This gaze is not a relation, nor a process 
because there is no room within these anxieties for process because the 
sight produces anxiety which closes off process in the first instance. 
Just like the pornography, it is a one-way gaze that alleviates anxiety in 
the one gazing through sexual fantasies. The sexual arousal in that 
person can only be enjoyed alone, not with any other person. The gaze 
therefore connotes an active subject versus a passive object.”⑴！ 
Questions of pleasure, spectatorship and gender identity are heavily intertwined, and 
Mulvey’s critique on the male gaze has since 1975 become a springboard for feminist 
100 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989). 
Ann E. Kaplan. Looking for the other: feminism, film, and the imperial gaze. (New York: 
Routledge, 1997), p. xviii. 
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film criticism to reach these questions in an integrated way. As discussed in the 
third section of Mulvey's article on "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," this 
world is ordered by sexual imbalance, and this contributes to the result that pleasure 
in looking has been split between male/female and active/passive. Women are 
traditionally and habitually looked at or displayed, and she carries an exhibitionist 
role. Their appearance is said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness because they have a 
strong visual and erotic impact. In the film industry, according to Mulvey, women 
characters are traditionally functioned on two levels, namely as the erotic object for 
the characters within the screen story and as erotic object for the spectator within the 
cinema. It also creates a shifting tension between the looks on either side of the 
s c r e e n . 102 i will discuss how the female police constable in Crazy n' the City 
becomes an erotic object for the male characters in the story and for the spectators in 
the cinema. 
In Crazy n，the City, there is one woman protagonist who is a woman 
police constable, Nam Mui (acted by Joey Yung), while the other woman police 
officers including the woman inspector, Madam Cheung, are taking the supporting 
roles only. In the film, Nam Mui, who although is not considered beautiful in the 
102 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and Other Pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989), p.19. 
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film，is always the object to be looked at by the male characters within the story and 
by the spectators at the same time. Nam Mui (the literal meaning of her name is 
"getting a son") comes from the Yuen Long village in the New Territories. She is 
young, cheerful and energetic. Her parents superstitiously give her this name so 
that she may bring a younger brother to the family. At the very beginning of the 
story, Nam Mui is introducing herself in front of a large group of colleagues in the 
same patrol sub-unit of Wanchai police station. She tells everybody about her name, 
police U.L number 4478, her height and where she comes from. In that scene, Nam 
Mui becomes an object being looked at by her colleagues, mainly male, while at the 
same time, by the spectators. The most interesting scene after her introduction is 
that she is surrounded by several male colleagues asking her if she knows how to 
make traditional snacks or cook traditional village cuisine. This scene illustrates a 
gender stereotype that whether you are a police officer or not, once you are a female, 
people are only interested in your appearance, marital status and cooking skills 
instead of your qualification, achievement and ability. In another scene, while Nam 
Mui and Kit are patrolling at the busiest area in Wanchai, they see a man, Wong Chi 
Shing (acted by Francis Ng)，jaywalking. Nam Mui immediately stops him and 
intends to ticket him for jaywalking. However, Shing, suffering from mental 
disorder, starts to stare at Nam Mui's breasts and speaks in a crazy way. He tells her 
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that her bra size is too small and she should use a bigger bra so that her breasts can 
develop more freely. He continues to talk about her breasts in the busy street of 
Wanchai that makes Nam Mui very embarrassed and does not know what to do. 
Apparently, woman is always inevitably displayed as sexual object. Once again, the 
female protagonist is projected as a sexual object for Shing in the story and the 
spectators viewing the film.^ ®^ 
Are these scenes necessary to the development of the story? I am not sure, 
but the intention of the director to objectify Nam Mui is obvious. As Mulvey points 
out, "she holds the look, and plays to and signifies male desire...The presence of 
woman is an indispensable element of spectacle in normal narrative film, yet her 
visual presence tends to work against the development of a story-line, to freeze the 
flow of action in moments of erotic contemplat ion.”⑴斗 Chang, the woman inspector, 
thinks that it is very normal in the Police Force. "In the Force, female officers are 
taking up the role of 'vase' traditionally. People are more concerned with their 
appearance, whether they are good-looking or not, than their work performance or 
capability," Chang said. Woman sergeant Lau also agrees that female police 
In the film, Shing is supposed to demonstrate his professional knowledge as a bra sales. My 
concern here is the film director's choice of using bra shop and bra sales has already created a sexual 
desire for the viewers and this choice did contribute a comedic effect but not necessarily had any 
meaning to the whole film. 
Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989)，p. 19. 
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officers are often judged by their appearance rather than their ability. "If you are 
beautiful, your colleagues, in particular male ones, will say that you are successful 
because you are pretty and liked by the boss. However, if you are not beautiful, 
people will say that you are successful or can get promotion only because you are 
flattering with the boss. It seems that they will never agree to your ability and 
efforts," Lau added. When Nam Mui patrols with Kit on one day, Nam Mui is 
again criticized, but this time by two members of the public. One of them says, 
"why are the female police officers nowadays so ugly?" referring to Nam Mui. The 
other responds, "hey, all beautiful girls have gone to participate in the beauty pageant, 
only the ugly ones will become police officers." These comments irritate Nam Mui 
and she again becomes the object being gazed. As a result, the character of Nam 
Mui inevitably becomes the erotic object for the male character within the screen 
story including her partner Kit, crazy man Shing, members of the public and as the 
erotic object for the spectators within the cinema. These three scenes illustrate what 
Mulvey refers to an active/passive heterosexual division of labour controlling 
narrative structure. 
According to the principles of the ruling ideology and the physical 
structures that back it up, the male figure cannot bear the burden of 
sexual objectiflcation. Man is reluctant to gaze at his exhibitionist like. 
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Hence the split between spectacle and narrative supports the man's role 
as the active one of advancing the story, making things happen. The 
man controls the film fantasy and also emerges as the representative of 
power in a further sense: as the bearer of the look of the spectator, 
transferring it behind the screen to neutralize the extradiegetic 
tendencies represented by woman as s p e c t a c l e . ⑴ 5 
In other words, the pleasure from looking at the physical beauty of the object, the 
female character, is what Mulvey calls the "fetishistic scopophilia".^ ^^ This is the 
third type of scopophilia following voyeuristic pleasure and narcissistic pleasure. 
In Mulvey's article, this fetishistic scopophilia has the special meaning of freezing 
the plot. However, the situation is different in Crazy n'the City because the display 
of Nam Mui as an object and her thereafter danger create chances for the male 
protagonist, Kit, to rescue her. Although Kit is portrayed as a grumbling police 
officer who lacks enthusiasm, he becomes the rescuer whenever Nam Mui is 
perturbed. In this case, apart from sexual drives, what kind of pleasure do female 
police officers derive from this film? Can they identify with the female protagonist, 
Nam Mui then? 
By character, Nam Mui is a very enthusiastic police officer and she always 
105 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and Other Pleasures. 14-26. 
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maintains a positive and optimistic attitude towards her job. This becomes a big 
contrast when compared to Kit. Kit is struggling with his career path and is getting 
tired of the routine police work everyday. One of my interviewees, Kam, could 
easily identify with Nam Mui. "Nam Mui makes me recall my early days in the 
Police Force. When I just passed out from the police training school, I was as 
enthusiastic and cheerful as her. Everything was new to me and I really wanted to 
do something great." Man, another woman constable, thought that she was now 
closer to Kit. "After ten years of service in the Force, it is very common that you 
will be less energetic and ambitious. Your mind cannot always stay at the highest. 
I can understand how Kit feels in the film. I agree that it is very sad but what can 
we do?" Woman sergeant Lau said that she could not identify with Nam Mui 
because the character was too exaggerated and her act was very naive and simplistic. 
Chang, the inspector, once again could only identify with the female inspector 
Madam Cheung. In one scene, Madam Cheung shouts fiercely at a female 
subordinate inside the changing room because the latter is smoking while it is 
prohibited. Chang shared the feeling of Madam Cheung because she encounters the 
same pressure of keeping her subordinates disciplined. "Leading a group of 
subordinates is just like leading a group of students. The situation in the changing 
room is very close to my life experience," Chang explained. 
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In this film, one of the examples portraying the gender difference takes 
place when Kit and Nam Mui are investigating a theft case. Nam Mui is assigned 
to take a statement from the thief who steals two cans of milk powder. The thief 
confesses that he has been unemployed for a year and he has to support his wife and 
a 7-month-old baby. He is forced to steal because he does not want to starve his 
baby. During his confession, Nam Mui is sympathetic to the thief and suggests to 
Kit that she will pay for him. Kit immediately stops her because she is perverting 
the course of justice, which will put her in jail. The consequence is serious. He 
angrily says to her that she is unable to save the whole world. In this scene, Nam 
Mui is put in a very feminine position, very emotional and is easy to become 
sympathetic, without thinking thoroughly before taking action. Therefore, both 
woman constable Man and sergeant Lau felt easier to identify themselves with Kit 
instead of Nam Mui. Man explained, "Nowadays, male and female officers are 
wearing the same kind of uniforms when performing beat patrol duties. We are the 
same because we have the same equipment, the same power and female officers also 
have revolvers. Members of the public will of course be more polite to female 
officers but if they are in fury, they will swear at you as well, no matter you are male 
or female." This is close to Freud's concept of 'masculinity' in women mentioned 
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by Mulvey in her "Afterthoughts on 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,' 
inspired by Duel in the Sun:' 
[F]or women (from childhood onwards) trans-sex identification is a 
habit that very easily becomes second nature. However, this Nature 
does not sit easily and shifts restlessly in its borrowed transvestite 
clothes. 107 
Being a police officer does not have to worry about the clothing problem as 
transvestite wears clothes which signify a different sexuality. Since the uniform for 
both male and female police officers is the same, it is easier for woman officers to 
slip into the male's position. The interesting point here is, apart from the rank that 
affects the cinematic identification with male as mentioned earlier, the police 
uniform is another factor contributing to the female interviewees' identification with 
the male protagonist in cop films. When this filmic identification is extended to 
real life, we will find out why sometimes female police officers are more willing to 
wear the uniform because only when they are in uniforms, they gain the equal status 
and respect that their male counterparts receive. You are regarded as a real police 
officer when you are in uniform. In daily life, even the female police officers 
107 Laura Mulvey. "Afterthoughts on 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' Inspired by King 
Vidor's Duel in the Sun (1946)." in Visual and Other Pleasures. (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989), p. 
33. 
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themselves are not aware of this struggle. This struggle in gaining respect and 
equal status under a patriarchal order cannot be easily articulated because there is no 
room in this society which claims itself genderly fair, which however is only a 
myth.. 
In the final scene, Nam Mui is finally invited to ride with Inspector Koo 
who is all along her prince-charm. It implies that her dream of finding an inspector 
as boyfriend or husband has come true and the ultimate goal for female police 
officers is family. On the contrary, because of the success in arresting the "Rainy 
Murderer", Kit once again finds passion for his job and his ability is recognized by 
his boss. He can finally get a promotion. It implies that the ultimate goal for male 
police officers is career and promotion. Lau disagrees with the gender 
representation portrayed, "I don't like the idea of the film that the ultimate goal of a 
female police officer is to find a boyfriend or husband. It is sex discrimination. I 
was promoted to sergeant in ten years time and it is the beginning of a new challenge 
for me. I am not willing to force myself to find a husband according to social 
expectation. I am proud of myself because I can support my own life and my 
family. I know what I want and marriage is not the only way out." Obviously, 
Lau is struggling between the social expectation and her career ambition. 
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In Crazy n ‘ the City, it is interesting to note that the whole story is a 
reflection of the traditional patriarchal thinking which reinforces gender difference in 
society. During the discussion about this film, Man and Kam, the two woman 
constables interviewed, both married with a child, could not agree more with the 
message that this film is trying to convey. "When I got married and gave birth to a 
son, I had to concentrate more on the family and my child. I cannot afford to work 
longer hours in office and take up demanding posts. Men are different. They 
think that family is a rest place and career always comes first. I can't. Men and 
women have different roles in society. People place higher expectation on mothers 
and you have the responsibility to take good care of your family," Man said. Kam 
also agreed with Man as she thought that Nam Mui in the film had made a wise 
choice because she finds an inspector as boyfriend (or even husband), which implies 
that Nam Mui no longer needs to work too hard to strive for a promotion or 
recognition in her career. 
Because of this conviction of the difference between male and female, the 
police management in different levels tends to believe that only male can take up 
more important works and demanding tasks, especially from a physical perspective. 
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Female officers, on the other hand, are believed to be more meticulous and aware of 
details, and they are usually deployed to take up administrative and indoor duties, 
108 
even nowadays. As I have already mentioned above, female police officers are 
minorities occupying less than 20% of the total strength of the Force, and they have 
been all along "over-protected" or, in another word，discriminated, from all aspects 
because of historical reason and the special nature of police work. In 
Calderwood's book about the history of women police in Hong Kong, it has given us 
some ideas of how women police gradually took up greater variety of work including 
beat and mobile patrol duties, operation of radio and the ‘999’ systems and relieving 
male constables for outdoor crime prevention duties from the 1960s to early 
1970s. These definitely mark the change of the concept of women police and the 
policy of integration in order to recognize women police as a real part of the Force. 
In the past two decades, we cannot deny that the status of women police has been 
greatly increased. Women can receive compulsory revolver training, PTU training 
and will not be rejected to join any departments or units because of gender. Female 
police officers started to join those units, which used to recruit male only, such as the 
108 For instance, even they are in the same team, male officers are usually deployed to the action team 
and female officers are to take records or assist the team leaders in administrative matters such as 
claiming overtime allowance and arranging duty schedule. 
109 Police work is generally regarded as work requiring high physical standard. According to the 
author's own experience, whenever you tell a friend that you are a police inspector, people will always 
say, "You must be very fit then." 
Ann Calderwood. In service of the community 1949-1974, (Hong Kong: Royal Hong Kong Police 
Force, 1974), pp. 14-15. 
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Airport Security Unit. As Chang, the woman inspector, pointed out that the general 
perception that some jobs could not be dealt with by female has started to diffuse in 
the past ten years. 
In short, the most interesting part of cinema as a form of representation is 
that we know what we are seeing is only a film but we experience that film as a fully 
realized world. Film is also offering us a conduit of escaping from the reality，from 
our daily life. Cop films give us the opportunity to identify with smart and 
competent heroes, to investigate complicated cases and to arrest criminals as well as 
to provide the spectators a forum to discuss morality in society. As Rafter 
describes, 
Good crime films portray these places (drug factories, police 
interrogation rooms, glamourous nightclubs and prison cells) in terms 
so vivid, gripping, and emotionally compelling that we identify with 
their characters even when we know that the stories are in large part 
fantasies. Opening a window on exotica, crime films enable viewers 
to become voyeurs, secret observers of the personal and even intimate 
lives of characters very different from themselves/" 
Cop films，under the crime film genre, offer the same kind of pleasures quoted above 
⑴ Nicole Rafter. Shots in the mirror: crime films and society. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000), p. 9. 
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and opportunity for spectators to enjoy the voyeuristic pleasure to look into a 
different world. From a gender perspective, as mentioned before, female police 
officers are often marginalized by their male counterparts and it is difficult for them 
to mingle into the male community. Therefore, when female police officers watch 
the cop films, they can also enjoy the voyeuristic pleasure of looking into the "male 
world" in the films because they are always regarded as the outsiders in the Police 
Force. In reality, the social formation in the Police Force, which is patriarchal and 
male dominant, does construct the power difference within the group. 
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4. Conclusion 
In the recent police recruitment advertisements including a short television 
clip and several posters released by the Hong Kong Police Force, it is interesting to 
find that the traditional gender bias embedded is still heavily reinforced and reflected. 
The recruitment advertisements include a short television clip and several posters 
portraying different types of police work, for example, Emergency Unit, Traffic 
Division, Small Boat Unit, Airport Security Unit and so on. The purpose of the 
advertisements is to highlight the excitement, heroism and bravery of being a police 
officer，which attract people to join the Police Force. However, in the television 
clip and the posters, you cannot find any single female officers. The male police 
officers are either carrying long barrel weapons，shot guns, or riding on a police 
motorcycle smartly, or rushing to a scene, or wearing bullet proof vests and helmets 
signifying a disastrous or emergency situation. However, not a single female police 
officer is involved in all these jobs although there is one shot portraying a beautiful 
woman officer carrying a little boy, which is also shown on one poster. The 
television clip was released during prime time and these posters were widely shown 
in the streets such as the bus-stops, inside the MTR stations and outside government 
buildings. Even these posters are widely seen, nobody has ever asked the question 
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why woman police officer is always carrying a child instead of a shot gun. Do such 
representations tell us that our society is accustomed to this gender bias and they 
treat it as normal, in particular in the Police Force? Does this phenomenon also 
explain to us why cop films with male protagonists are usually more popular than 
those with female protagonists? 
When being asked the above questions, my interviewees had very different 
responses. Chang, the woman inspector, agreed that she was not comfortable with 
the gender role portrayed in the advertisements. She thought that it was not 
necessary to stereotype the difference between male and female police officers. 
Furthermore, the advertisements do not reflect the real situation as nowadays there 
are more and more female officers performing the physically demanding jobs. 
"Female officers using shotguns are very common nowadays. I don't understand 
why they (the management or designers of the advertisements) did not let female 
take the more challenging role. I know there is something wrong about the 
advertisements but what can I do? To whom shall I complain? If I complain, 
people will think that I am crazy!" Chang said. Once again, because of her rank 
and work experience as a leader, Chang cannot agree to a weaker image portrayed in 
the advertisements and of course she could not identify with the woman police 
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constable in the television clip, who was performed by a real police constable. Lau, 
the sergeant, at first revealed that she enjoyed watching the television clip because it 
enhanced her sense of belonging to the Police Force. "I like the clip because it is 
exciting and presents a very positive image of police. I think that people's interest 
in joining the Police Force will be aroused by it." However, when being asked 
about the female role in the clip and poster, Lau started to think differently. "I did 
not realize or was not aware of the female role in the clip and poster. When you 
mention this to me, I think that female officers are being discriminated. However, it 
is very natural in the Police Force because women are minorities. The general 
perception is that we should not take up these physically demanding jobs." For 
Man and Kam, the two woman constables, they totally did not think that there was 
anything wrong with the advertisements. Man said, “From a viewer's perspective, I 
enjoy watching the clip very much. I am very proud of being a police officer 
because the image projected is very positive. I don't see anything wrong because 
normally these tough jobs are taken up by male officers. As I mentioned before, 
since I got married, family always comes first, and it is normal that female officers 
are less likely to take risks." Obviously, the responses from the three interviewees 
are very different. As what Wong says, we need to look into the differences 
between women. Female spectators should therefore be seen as social subjects 
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inscribed by various historically specific discursive formations such as gender, class 
(rank in the case of police officers) and so on.Therefore, even female police 
officers should not be constructed as a singular and stable category because they do 
have differences among them. Their rank, educational background, marital status 
and life experience will certainly affect their reception of values and interpretations 
of gender and power. The most interesting thing here is that when you compare 
these posters with those photos published in Calderwood's book, you will find that 
the job nature of woman police officers in the and the century is 
basically the same - always taking care of children and infants, and nothing more. 
Although Hong Kong is experiencing a vigorous debate over women 
activism and gender issues in the public realm, Hong Kong movies produced in this 
period continued to reflect a traditional patriarchal society and values. Lo's 
"Fighting Female Masculinity: Women Warriors and their Foreignness in the Hong 
Kong Action Cinema of the 1 9 8 0 s ” "4 and Wong's "Women's Reception of 
112 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005、， 
p. 243. 
13 The photos were mainly taken in the 1960s to early 1970s describing the work of woman police 
officers at that time. See Ann Calderwood. In service of the community 1949-1974. (Hong Kong: 
Royal Hong Kong Police Force, 1974)，pp. 20,21, 27, 30. 
Kwai-cheung Lo. "Fighting Female Masculinity: Women Warriors and Their Foreignness in Hong 
Kong Action Cinema of the 1980s," in Laikwan Pang & Day Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong 
Kong Cinema, 137-154. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005. 
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Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema" give very interesting and inspirational 
discussions on the masculinized female characters and how local female audiences 
communicate with mainstream melodramas and action movies respectively. These 
are closely related to my research on how local female police officers react to local 
cop films and their identification with the masculine characters, mainly the male 
protagonists. Except a small number of movies produced by female directors, 
many locally produced movies are modeling on the Hollywood where female 
characters are only "vases" in Cantonese slang. They are always portrayed as 
young, beautiful and attractive to the male characters in the movies but their roles are 
unimportant to the story line. They are always objectified and being looked at. 
We as audience are unconsciously moulded by these ideas, and we will accept this as 
a norm. These values and ideology are particularly obvious in the local cop films 
when the Police Force becomes another social formation that male represents power 
and the dominant order. According to Wong, 
It is often assumed that female audiences would naturally identify with 
the female protagonist, and male audiences with the male protagonist. 
Hence examining women's reception of melodramas is essential to the 
study of female spectatorship. Yet, the focus on the female audiences 
Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema, 239-260. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 2005. 
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of certain genres such as soaps and romance runs the risk of 
stereotyping women. Female audiences can indeed obtain pleasure 
from action m o v i e s . 
It is therefore vital for me to highlight the importance of the changing historical 
context to the pleasures of popular films for female spectators who are also police 
officers in my studies. As Taylor points out, "female spectatorship, rather than 
being a single, unified theoretical category, with little or no connection to history or 
to women in the cinema audience, can be understood here as a changing, dynamic 
1 1 n 
and historically specific category. 
From Mulvey's discussion in "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema", I 
understand that many Hollywood films are for male spectators only. Female 
spectators are invisible or ignored. The scopophilia mentioned by Mulvey is based 
on sexual instincts. Cinema seems to have the ability to combine both scopophilia 
and scopophilia with narcissism to construct a world of fantasy. ^ ^^  In this research, 
I argue that there is something more in a female spectator's source of pleasure, which 
116 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005), 
p. 258. 
Helen Taylor. Scarlett's Women: 'Gone with the Wind'and its female fans. London: Virago, 1989， 
quoted by Stacey, Jackie. Star gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New 
York: Routledge, 1993), p. 34. 
118 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989). 
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is very much different from the male's sexual instincts. Through interviews with 
serving female police officers, I discovered that they were more able to express their 
struggle under the patriarchal Police Force through watching cop films while in their 
everyday life, there is little room for this articulation. Their expression was 
examined from three aspects of spectatorship which include firstly, the pleasure of 
looking, which involves passion and power; secondly, cinematic identification with 
film characters, either male or female; and lastly, objectification of female in films. 
From my interviews with four female police officers, I found that their 
ranks, educational background, marital status and life experiences have significant 
influence on their pleasure of looking and identification with the characters in the 
three locally produced cop films. Their scopophilia of watching local cop films is 
not only based on sexual instincts or sexual stimulation through sight. They 
derived the pleasure more through narcissism and identification with the image 
s e e n . 119 My interviewees tend to identify with characters, either female or male, 
having the same work experience with them, or a strong female protagonist. The 
inspectorate interviewee, Chang, belongs to the first case because of her identity as a 
leader in the profession. Since she is always the one who leads a team and makes 
119 Janice Radway. "Identifying ideological seams: mass culture, analytical method and political 
practice," Communication 9: (1996), p. 18. 
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decision, this training and rank consciousness hinder her identification with officers 
of lower rank on screen. In real life, she works like a man and she regards herself 
as a "male leader". Similar to wearing a helmet with orange colour band, Chang 
can only see the female identities of her female subordinates, but not her own. For 
woman sergeant Lau and constables Man and Kam, they were able to identify with 
characters having similar work experiences, again regardless of sex, or a strong 
female protagonist. This result reveals that for female police officers, apart from 
gender, they have other concerns during the cinematic identification process. This 
identification is related to the idea of 'point of view，，mentioned by Jackie Stacey. 
This ‘point of view' includes visual point of view and narrative point of view. 
While visual point of view involves type of shot, sequences of story and so on, 
narrative point of view is produced through the sharing of knowledge, sympathy or 
moral values with the protagonist. It is also discovered that sometimes, the 
identity of a woman police officer hinders their identification with the female 
protagonists and other female characters. Because of this particular identity, very 
often being discriminated or marginalized by their male counterparts, they are very 
scornful about discrimination towards female officers in these stories. "The content 
of any message, whether textual or behavioural, is not simply found in that message 
12。Jackie Stacey. Star Gazing: Hollywood cinema and female spectatorship. (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1993), p. 130. 
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but is constructed by an audience interacting with that message." ^ ^^  Female 
officers in these films are always objectified and portrayed as weaker, not flexible 
and not as capable as their male counterparts. This explains why female police 
officers being interviewed always tried to avoid, consciously or unconsciously, 
identifying with those weak characters, usually female, and experienced trans-gender 
identification with the male subject of looking. 
In respect of spectator's masculine position mentioned in Mulvey's article, 
I also studied how masculinities are presented in these three cop films and how they 
are distributed, received, disagreed and transformed within the group of female 
police officers selected for interviews. As Wong points out, 
The process of identification was articulated in relation to the similarity 
between self and the ideal. The viewer imagined herself as ideal 
through similarity with the star with whom she identified. The 
identification process did not involve a denial of self in favor of 
praising the screen hero, nor did it give rise to escapist pleasure that 
resulted in a temporary loss of self. Rather, the boundary between the 
self and the hero-ideal was fluid and relational. In conforming her 
identity and mission, the identification empowered the viewer to 
achieve her goal. 122 
121 Janice Radway. "Identifying ideological seams: mass culture, analytical method and political 
practice," Communication 9: (1996). 
22 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds.，Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005), 
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It is often assumed that female spectators would naturally identify with the female 
protagonist while male spectators with the male protagonist. In this study, it is 
proven that the identification process is fluid and relational and is very often 
attributed to a number of factors besides gender. For female police officers, the 
rank and background of training in the Police Force certainly affect this identification. 
For example, inspector Chang could identify with Jackie Chan in New Police Story 
because of her job nature and rank but she could not identify with a constable or 
sergeant in a film because she is trained to be a leader in the Force. She is the 
person who gives command, and although she works with them as a team, she is 
always the one who makes the final decision and is held accountable of what the 
team has done. Man and Kam, the two woman constables, tend to have a more 
fluid identification, and most of the time mainly based on their background and past 
experience. The interesting point here is being the officers of the lowest rank on the 
contrary are less masculinized and have less burden on the rank consciousness. 
They are trained to be obedient to lawful orders given by any officers higher in rank, 
and subordinates should be submissive. Man has worked in PTU before and 
therefore, she could easily identify herself with sergeant Cat in PTU. In Kam's case, 
pp. 257-8. 
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Nam Mui in Crazy n ‘ the City represents her early life as a beat patrol officer in the 
Force. For woman sergeant Lau, she could not identify with any of the female 
characters in the three cop films because they are always portrayed as less 
professional, simple and not capable, except Cat in PTU, which she could not agree 
to. However, Lau thought that Cat was too smart for her to identify with. Another 
interesting finding is that female police officers tend to be more bisexual. It is 
mainly due to the symbolic meaning of the police uniform and the revolver. Once 
you are wearing the uniform and carrying the revolver, male and female are the same. 
They have the same power, the same authority and they earn the same respect from 
members of the public. As what Wong quotes the psychoanalytic frameworks of 
Mulvey and Doane, 
[T]he female spectator can either be immersed with the passive/female 
object of being looked at, or identify with the active/male subject of 
looking. Female spectatorship entails either a masochistic 
identification with the female object or a transvestite position of 
masculinization. While allowing for trans-gender identification, it is 
conceived that pleasurable spectatorship is possible only when women 
inhabit the masculine position or adopt perspectives that are 
unfeminine.123 
This further explains why the four respondents in my study tend to easily identify 
with the male protagonists in PTU and Crazy n ‘ the City rather than the CID officers 
123 Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & Day 
Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2005), 
pp. 258-9. 
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in New Police Story. 
Some feminist work on the processes of audience identification assumes 
that it only confines women to the position of object of male desire or protection. 
Allen also holds the same view, 
Either separately or together, the theses of primary cinematic 
identification and mirror misrecognition lay the foundation for feminist 
arguments that the physical mechanisms invoked by the cinema are 
gender bound. While acknowledging that apparatus theory is 
patriarchal in its formulation of spectatorship, feminist film theorists 
have also argued that apparatus theory illuminates the sense in which 
the 'subject position' of the spectator in the cinema is a male one. The 
cinema is thus said to reinforce a gender hierarchy in which female 
pleasure is defined in relationship to male pleasured 
However, in this research, I discover that female spectators are able to make 
identifications across gender boundaries. For example, in Crazy n ‘ the City, the 
male police constable, Kit, and the female police constable, Nam Mui, represent two 
different stages of police career. The first one is "menopause" period (what it is 
called in the film) and in this period, you will lose your passion towards the job and 
your work becomes routine. While the latter represents a new bom life in which 
124 Richard Allen. Projecting illusion: film spectatorship and the impression of reality. (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 121. 
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you are energetic and the job is full of challenges. It is found that the female police 
officers being interviewed experienced no difficulties in identifying with the male 
protagonists. As I mentioned before, the police uniform has a symbolic meaning to 
a police officer. Regardless of male or female, wearing the uniforms represents the 
same power, authority and status. Therefore, it is always easier for female police 
officers to cross the gender boundaries in the identification process. To conclude, 
the relationship between the cinema and its spectators in this research is far more 
complicated than expected. It is discovered that the training, the uniform, the 
revolver and even the orange colour band on PTU helmet reinforce the patriarchal 
thinking of every member in the Police Force. These further complicate the 
articulation process of female police officers' subjectivity. To be more accurate, it 
is very difficult to articulate their subjectivity, because their struggle in the Police 
Force is always suppressed. Their resistance is passive and it always becomes a 
symbol of weakness⑵.This also explains why during their viewing of the cop 
films, they often adopt a masculine position, similar to wearing a masquerade, to 
look at the female characters, although sometimes they are also conscious of their 
gender identity. It is this partial awareness and inability to articulate this awareness 
125 For example, during the attachment in PTU, all officers are required to wear over 30 pounds of 
equipment on the belt including helmet, torch, revolver, handcuffs, baton, water bottle and so on. 
Owing to the smaller size of female's waist, it is difficult for female officers to wear the same number 
of equipment. However, nobody dares to voice out this difficulty because if any female officers 
complain about it formally, she will be blamed for taking advantages of not wanting to wear the same 
equipment or regarded as weaker. 
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that characterize a unique part of the gender subjectivity of these female officers. 
Cinema, as a form of representation, becomes a tool that allows us to 
interact with a world and through this interaction, we will come to know about this 
world more. The ideology and gender representation embedded in the local cop 
films reinforce our understanding of our society. In New Police Story, the 
determination of upholding the justice becomes the main theme of the whole story. 
Jackie Chan, as a hero both in movies and reality, represents a sense of justice and 
heroism. What makes the difference in the reception of Jackie Chan's role in the 
films between normal female spectators'^ ^ and female police officers is that Chan's 
sex scandal several years ago aroused great resentment of female police officers 
towards his symbolic image of police. This partly explains why most of my 
respondents could not identify with this character in the film. While in PTU, the 
idea of protecting the group's interests has been again and again reinforced 
throughout the film. At the same time, male officers tend to support their 
colleagues more and female officers are described as less flexible and stricter to the 
rules. Although most of my respondents do not agree to Mike's decision in the film, 
they tend to reserve their answers in what they will do in real life situation. In 
126 See Day Wong. "Women's Reception of Mainstream Hong Kong Cinema," in Laikwan Pang & 
Day Wong, eds., Masculinities and Hong Kong Cinema, 239-260. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2005). 
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Crazy n ‘ the City, the gender difference between male and female is unconsciously 
shown in many scenes. Nam Mui, the character supposed to be more positive and 
enthusiastic, is always under the male gaze throughout the film. Her appearance, 
romance fantasy and emotions always reinforce the impression of femininity and the 
fact that she is a female. The different life goals of male police officers (career) and 
female police officers (family) also reinforce the belief of what Mulvey regards as 
"social formations，，127, a patriarchal order which moulds the power difference. 
These ideology and gender representation embedded in local cop films, to a certain 
extent, truly reflect the ideological makeup of the Police Force, even nowadays. 
This further confirms my conviction that the impression of women police officers 
has not changed much in the past half a century. 
In reality, even nowadays, female police officers are not encouraged to 
express their gender struggles. A main purpose of my studies is to find ways to 
help them articulate their struggles. I would like to conclude here with a few 
overall observations of mine. In this research, their struggle was revealed, though 
subtly, through film viewing. I could finally conclude the gender culture and their 
struggle in the following points. In the first instance, although female police 
127 Laura Mulvey. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," in Visual and other pleasures. 14-26. 
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989). 
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officers are given equal opportunity to receive different trainings, including revolver 
and PTU trainings, and are offered equal choice of posts, they still have to pay extra 
efforts to prove their ability. To a certain extent，they are being discriminated and 
marginalized. They are always struggling to win respect from their male 
counterparts and to mingle into the "male world". Secondly, female police officers 
are still being regarded as weaker and less competent members in the Force. 
Therefore, they are struggling to avoid identifying with the weaker and 
unprofessional female officers on screen. They are especially sensitive to be 
regarded as "vases" of the Force. Lastly, while they are under considerable 
pressure of gender bias both within and outside the Force, they are struggling under 
the tension between concentrating on family and striving for a better career. We 
can see that the situation of female police officers in the twenty-first century, to a 
certain extent, does not differ much with that of the officers fifty years ago. Going 
back to the story of the orange colour band on the helmet in PTU I mentioned in the 
Introduction, I realize that a female police officer wearing a helmet can only see the 
orange colour bands of other female counterparts but not her own, under specific 
circumstances or work situation. Therefore, she will occasionally adopt a male's 
position unconsciously, just like her male counterparts, to look at others, and at the 
same time, forgets her own female identity. The helmet symbolizes a masquerade, 
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which somehow blocks or blurs her real identity. Rethinking this subjectivity and 
identity of female police officers will be the only way to fight for a better tomorrow. 
l O i 
Appendix - Interview Questions 
Part I About the role of female police officers 
1. What do you think about the status of female police officers in the Hong Kong 
Police Force as compared with that of your male counterparts? 
2. Do you think that female in the Force has the same opportunity as male, in terms 
of choice of job, training opportunities and so on? 
3. When you underwent training in the police training school (now renamed as Police 
College), did you experience any treatment which was different from that received 
by your male counterparts? 
4. Do you think that male and female recruits are treated equally in the training 
school? 
5. Do you think that you are treated fairly by your senior officers? Do you see any 
difference between male or female officers? 
6. Do you think that female officers are being suppressed in the Force? 
7. Do you think that the Force is a patriarchal institution? 
8. Do you think that the Hong Kong people treat male and female police officers in 
the same way and same manner? 
9. What do you think about the image of female police officers in Hong Kong? 
10. Do you think that the general public in Hong Kong has bias on female police 
officers? If yes, from what perspective and in what aspects? 
Part II About local cop films - pleasure of viewing, spectatorship and 
gender identity 
1. Have you watched the local movies, "New Police Story", "PTU" and "Crazy n 
the City"? 
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2. If yes, when and where did you watch them? 
3. In "New Police Story", did you identify yourself as Inspector Chan (by Jackie 
Chan)? Why or why not? Is it related to your gender, your rank or your 
training, e.g. firearm, SCIC (criminal investigation training course)? 
4. Did you enjoy watching this film? What kind of pleasure did you derive from it? 
For example, the excitement and velocity of Chan's performance, the love story 
line, the heroic police image or the identification of yourself? 
5. When you watched this film, did you ever forget about your gender role? Did 
you identify yourself with the woman police constable (WPC) as computer 
support officer (by Charlene)? 
6. While you watched the film, do you think that you were viewing from a male 
perspective and a male desire? 
7. What do you think about the role of Sasa, the WPC? Is her role close to the 
reality? Is she a reflection of the female police officers in the Force nowadays? 
8. In "PTU", do you have the same experience as the police officers portrayed in the 
film? Why? Why not? Is it related to your gender, your rank, or your 
training (PTU trained or not)? 
9. Did you enjoy watching this film? What kind of pleasure did you derive from it? 
For example, the excitement of finding the lost pistol, the enjoyment of patrolling 
the beats with colleagues in a team, the shooting scene, etc? 
10. Did you identify yourself as the woman sergeant (by Maggie Shiu)? 
11. Do you think the film is a reflection of the reality in the Force including the role 
of officers, the status of officers and the storyline? 
12. Do you think that female police officers in cop films are being looked at by male 
spectators or become an object of male's desire of possession? 
13. In "Crazy n' the City", did you identify yourself as the male or female patrol 
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officers (by Eason Chan and Joey Yung respectively)? Which one did you 
identify? Do you agree with their philosophy as a police officer in the film? 
14. Do you have the same experience of them, e.g. feeling disappointed about being 
a common beat patrol officer, dealing with trivial matters everyday and you 
cannot change, losing your passion and spirit in police work when time passes, 
etc? 
15. Did you enjoy watching the film? What kind of pleasure did you derive? 
16. Do you think that the gender role in this film is important in brining out the 
message of a successful police officer? 
17. In the last scene, Joey finally got the invitation from the inspector, symbolizing 
that she finally finds love, instead of career prospect. Do you think that it is 
normal for a female police officer to place family and marriage in front of a 
successful career? 
18. Do you think that it is a bias or women being looked down upon? 
19. On the other hand, Eason can secure a promotion after arresting the burglary 
suspect. Do you think that it is a typical experience in a police career? 
20. Do you agree to the message of the traditional gender role brought out by this 
film? 
Part III Personal questions 
1. In which year did you join the Force? 
2. Have you witnessed any changes in the gender role in the Force since you joined 
the Force? 
3. Do you think that the changes of the Hong Kong society influence the role of 
male and female police officers as portrayed by the Hong Kong cinema? For 
example, nowadays, there are more female criminals, more female coming out to 
protest and demonstrate in the street, more concern about the rights of women 
and children, etc? 
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4. What role is female police officers taking up in the Force nowadays? 
5. Any other remarks and comments you want to add? 
Part IV Personal details 
1. Rank when first joined the Force 
2. Present rank 
3. Age 
4. Year joined Force 
5. Total years of service (as at 2006) 
6. Firearm trained or not 
7. PTU trained or not 
8. Being a member of TANGO Company【28 
9. CID trained or not 
10. Marital status 
11. Occupation of spouse 
12. Academic qualifications 
128 TANGO Company is a PTU Company only comprised of female police officers from all ranks. 
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